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FUKAYA CATEGORIES OF BLOWUPS
S. VENUGOPALAN, C. WOODWARD, G. XU
Abstract. We compute the Fukaya category of the symplectic blowup of a com-
pact rational symplectic manifold at a point in the following sense: Suppose
a collection of Lagrangian branes satisfy Abouzaid’s criterion [Abo10] for split-
generation of a bulk-deformed Fukaya category of cleanly-intersecting Lagrangian
branes. We show (Theorem 1.1) that for a small blow-up parameter, their inverse
images in the blowup together with a collection of branes near the exceptional
locus split-generate the Fukaya category of the blowup. This categorifies a result
on quantum cohomology by Bayer [Bay04] and is an example of a more general
conjectural description of the behavior of the Fukaya category under transitions
occuring in the minimal model program, namely that mmp transitions generate
additional summands.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study the Fukaya category of a symplectic manifold obtained
by a symplectic blowup at a point. In particular we show that given a collection
of branes satisfying Abouzaid’s criterion for split-generation [Abo10], the Fukaya
category of the blowup is split-generated by the image of an embedding of the
Fukaya category of the original manifold (with bulk deformation) together with a
collection of branes near the exceptional locus. This is a symplectic analog of Orlov’s
blowup formula [Orl93] that gives a semi-orthogonal decomposition of the derived
category of a blowup. We also show (conditional on a generalization of a result
of Ganatra [Gan12]) that in this situation the quantum cohomology isomorphic
to the Hochschild cohomology of the Fukaya category, verifying an expectation of
Kontsevich [Kon94, p.18].
The main result may be stated as follows. Let X be a compact symplectic
manifold and QH(X, b) its quantum cohomology ring at bulk deformation b ∈
QH(X). To keep technicalities at a minimum, we assume that the cohomology
class [ω] ∈ H2(X,R) of the symplectic form ω is rational and define a simplified
version FukL(X, b) of the Fukaya category whose objects L are components of a sin-
gle rational immersed brane, and whose composition maps count holomorphic disks
with boundary in L, perturbed using the Cieliebak-Mohnke scheme [CM07]. There
are natural open-closed and closed-open maps
HH•(FukL(X, b),FukL(X, b))
OC(b)−−−−→ QH•(X, b)
CO(b)−−−−→ HH•(FukL(X, b),FukL(X, b)).
A criterion for the closed-open map to be an isomorphism is provided by results
of Abouzaid [Abo10] and Ganatra [Gan12]. Given a subset G ⊂ L let FukG(X, b)
denote the sub Fukaya category with objects G. Write
QHG(X, b) = (OC(b))(HH•(FukG(X, b),FukG(X, b)))
for the image of HH•(FukG(X, b),FukG(X, b)) under the open-closed map. We say
QH•(X; b) is generated by G iff QHG(X, b) = QH•(X, b). In this situation, G split-
generates FukL(X, b). For technical reasons, we assume that L has the property
that the union of image of branes in L is strongly rational. (This condition can
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always be achieved by Hamiltonian perturbation, if each G ∈ G is rational, by [PW,
Lemma 4.2], but we do not discuss such perturbations in this paper.)
We blow-up the given symplectic manifold at a point. Suppose that  > 0 is a
small real number and X˜ is the -blowup of X at a point p ∈ X. Let E be the collec-
tion of Clifford-type Lagrangians near the exceptional locus E ⊂ X˜ constructed in
[CW], roughly speaking obtained by thickening the Clifford torus in the exceptional
locus and equipping the resulting torus with a brane structure so that the Floer
cohomology is non-trivial. Let b˜ be the preimage of b in X˜. The main result relates
the Fukaya category of X˜ at a bulk deformation b˜ with the shifted bulk deformation
on X given by b + q−p.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that for  ∈ Q+ sufficiently small, G ⊂ L generates QH•(X, b+
q−p). Then pi−1(G) ∪ E generates QH•(X˜, b˜). In particular for any collection of
branes L˜ ⊂ pi−1(L) ∪ E containing pi−1(G) ∪ E the open-closed map
HH•(FukL˜(X˜, b˜),FukL˜(X˜, b˜))→ QH•(X˜, b˜)
is a surjection, G˜ split-generates the Fukaya category FukL˜(X˜, b˜) of X˜ with bulk
deformation b˜ and (conditional on the extension of Ganatra [Gan12] to the compact
case) there are isomorphisms
HHdim(X)−•(FukL˜(X˜, b˜),FukL˜(X˜, b˜)) → QH•(X˜, b˜)(1)
→ HH•(FukL˜(X˜, b˜),FukL˜(X˜, b˜)).(2)
The theorem confirms in this case Kontsevich’s expectation that Hochschild co-
homology of the Fukaya category is isomorphic to the quantum cohomology [Kon94,
p.18]. K. Ono communicated to us that he also proved results in this direction, and
some special cases are proved in Sanda [San]. Pedroza [Ped] studied the effect of
blowups on the Floer cohomology of Lagrangians disjoint from the blowup point,
in the monotone case. Fukaya categories of certain blow-ups of toric varieties are
studied from the viewpoint of the Strominger-Yau-Zaslow conjecture in Abouzaid-
Auroux-Katzarkov [AAK16]. The theorem also slightly generalizes a result for
small quantum cohomology of Bayer [Bay04], who proved that semi-simplicity of
quantum cohomology is preserved under point blowups. The result here is slightly
stronger than Bayer’s stated result [Bay04]: Let Dpi FukL˜(X˜, b˜) denote the sum
of the idempotent-completed derived categories Dpi FukL˜(X˜, b˜)w as w ranges over
possible values of the curvature, see for example Sheridan [She16].
Corollary 1.2. Let n = dim(X). Under the hypotheses in Theorem 1.1, there exists
a collection of objects
E = {φ(1), . . . , φ(n−1)} ⊂ Ob(FukL˜(X˜, b˜))
supported near the exceptional locus and an equivalence of idempotent-completed
derived categories
(3) Dpi FukL˜(X˜, b˜) ∼= Dpi FukL(X, b + q−p)⊕Dpi FukE(X˜, b˜)
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as well as an isomorphism of quantum cohomology rings
QH(X˜, b˜) ∼= QH(X, b + q−p)⊕QH(pt)⊕n−1.
See also Gonza´lez-Woodward [GW] and Iritani [Iri, Theorem 1.3]. We expect a
similar result to hold for flips. The decomposition in Corollary 1.2 is also expected
to be only semi-orthogonal with respect to some categorical analog of the quantum
connection.
To explain the technical setup in more detail, recall that the Fukaya category is
meant to be a categorification of the quantum cohomology whose composition maps
count holomorphic disks with Lagrangian boundary conditions. Let
Λ =
{ ∞∑
i=1
ciq
di , ci ∈ C, di ∈ R, lim
i→∞
di =∞
}
denote the universal Novikov field. The valuation by powers of q
valq : Λ− {0} → R,
∞∑
i=1
ciq
di 7→ min
ci 6=0
(di)
is well-defined. Denote the subsets with non-negative resp. positive valuation
(4) Λ≥0 = {f ∈ Λ | valq(f) ≥ 0}, resp. Λ>0 = {f ∈ Λ | valq(f) > 0}.
Let Λ× ⊂ Λ be the subgroup with zero q-valuation.
We allow as objects of the Fukaya category compact immersed self-transverse
Lagrangian branes. Let X be a compact symplectic manifold with symplectic form
ω with rational symplectic class [ω] ∈ H2(X,Q). A Lagrangian brane is a compact
immersed Lagrangian equipped with a Λ×-valued local system
φ : L→ X, y : pi1(φ(L))→ Λ×
on φ(L), a relative spin structure, and a grading. Given a rational collection of
pairwise-cleanly-intersecting and self-transversally-intersecting immersed branes L
and a Λ≥0-valued pseudocycle b denote by FukL(X, b) the Fukaya A∞ category of
X supported on L with bulk deformation b. Objects
Ob(FukL(X)) = L
are the given branes and morphisms are Floer cochains
Hom(φ−, φ+) = CF (φ−, φ+), φ+, φ− ∈ L.
In the Morse model used here, Floer cochains are formal combinations of critical
points of a Morse function
F (φ−, φ+) : (φ− × φ+)−1(∆)→ R
chosen on the preimage of the diagonal
(φ− × φ+)−1(∆) ⊂ L− × L+
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assumed to be cut out cleanly. The composition maps
md : Hom(φ0, φ1)⊗ . . .⊗Hom(φd−1, φd)→ Hom(φ0, φd)[d− 2], d ≥ 0
count treed holomorphic disks u : C → X with some markings mapping to the
bulk deformation b ∈ CF (X); these are maps from combinations C = S ∪ T of
disks Sv ⊂ S and segments Te ⊂ T that satisfy Gromov’s pseudoholomorphicity
conditions on the disks Sv and the gradient flow equation on the segments Te.
We take as a convenient regularization scheme the Cieliebak-Mohnke method of
Donaldson hypersurfaces [CM07]. To stabilize domains of holomorphic disks we
choose a Donaldson hypersurface
(5) D(L) ⊂ X, [D(L)] = k[ω], k  0
so that the φ(L) is exact in the complement of D(L). For a suitably chosen almost
complex structure, any holomorphic sphere u : P1 → X intersects D(L) at least three
times [CM07, 8.17]. Furthermore, each holomorphic disk u : D := {‖z‖ ≤ 1} → X
bounding φ(L) intersects D(L) at least once, by the exactness condition. For any
holomorphic curve C → X with Lagrangian boundary in φ, the intersections of any
treed disk u : C → X with the divisors D(L) then stabilize the domain C except
possibly for disk components Sv ⊂ C with two special points. The first part of the
paper is taken up with showing the following: For any combinatorial type Γ with d
incoming leaves denote by
MΓ(φ,D(L)) = {(u : C → X, (∂u)i : (∂C)i → Li, i = 0, . . . d})/∼
the moduli space of holomorphic treed disks bounding φ with interior leaves corre-
sponding to intersections of the map with a Donaldson hypersurface D(L), modulo
the equivalence ∼ defined by isomorphism of domains . A type is uncrowded if at
most one interior leaf of a given label lies on each ghost subtree. As in [CW], there
exist coherent perturbations
P = (PΓ), PΓ = (JΓ, HΓ, FΓ, EΓ)
consisting domain-dependent almost complex structures JΓ, Hamiltonian perturba-
tions1 HΓ supported away from the divisors D(L), perturbed Morse functions FΓ
on the Lagrangians, and perturbations EΓ of the evaluation maps at the interior
leaves so that all moduli spaces MΓ(φ,D(L)) of holomorphic treed disks with un-
crowded type Γ of expected dimension at most one are regular of expected dimension
and counts of zero-dimensional moduli spaces define a strictly unital A∞ category
FukL(X, b).
Having defined a simplified version of the Fukaya category, we investigate the
Hochschild homology and cohomology of the factors in its spectral decomposition.
For any element b ∈ Hom(φ, φ) with positive q-valuation define the Maurer-Cartan
1Hamiltonian perturbations are needed only for immersed Lagrangians, to perturb away constant
disks mapping to self-intersection points.
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element
m(b) :=
∑
d≥0
md(b, . . . , b︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
).
Following Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [FOOO09] for any (φ : L → X) ∈ L denote by
MC(φ) the space of solutions to the weak Maurer-Cartan equation
MC(φ) := {b ∈ Homodd(φ, φ) | m(b) ∈ Λ1φ}.
For each w ∈ Λ, one denotes by FukL(X, b, w) the flat A∞ category whose objects
are pairs
Ob(FukL(X, b, w)) = { (φ, b) | φ ∈ L, m(b) = w1φ }
consisting of an object in FukL(X, b) and a weakly bounding cochain b ∈ MC(φ).
The morphisms are Floer cochains
Hom(φ−, φ+) = CF (φ−, φ+).
The composition maps for d ≥ 1 are
(6) mwd : Hom(φ0, φ1)⊗ . . .⊗Hom(φd−1, φd)→ Hom(φ0, φd)[d− 2],
(c1, . . . , cd) 7→
∑
k0,...,kd
md+k0+...+kd(b0, . . . , b0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k0
, c1, b1, . . . , b1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k1
, . . . , cd, bd, . . . , bd︸ ︷︷ ︸
kd
).
By definition, the elements
0 = mw0 (1) ∈ Hom(φ, φ)
vanish; one checks that since b ∈MC(φ), the A∞ axiom
(7) 0 =
∑
d1,d2≥0
d1+d2≤d
(−1)zk1mwd−d2+1(x1, . . . , xd1 ,
mwd2(xd1+1, . . . , xd1+d2), xd1+d2+1, . . . , xd)
holds for any x1, . . . , xd ∈ I(φ−, φ+) where
zki =
∑
i≤j≤k
‖xj‖
and
‖xj‖ = |xj |+ 1
is the reduced degree. In this way, one obtains a family of flat A∞ categories
FukL(X, b, w) indexed by values of the potential w ∈ Λ and bulk deformation b.
In particular, the operator mw1 squares to zero for any objects (φ±, b±) with the
same w and we denote by
HF •(φ−, φ+; b) = H(Hom((φ−, b−), (φ+, b+))) =
ker(mw1 )
im(mw1 )
its Floer cohomology.
The open-closed and closed-open maps relate the Hochschild (co)homology with
quantum cohomology. By definition the Hochschild cohomology is the cohomology
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of the endomorphism algebra of the identity: For any bulk deformation b the closed-
open map
CO(b) : QH•(X, b)→ HH•(FukL(X, b),FukL(X, b))
is a unital ring homomorphism. On the other hand, the open-closed map sends the
Hochschild homology to the quantum cohomology QHdim(X)−•(X, b). By definition
Hochschild homology for each w ∈ Λ is the homology of a differential on
(8) CC•(FukL(X, b, w),FukL(X, b, w))
=
∞⊕
k=0
⊕
i1,...,ik
Hom(φi0 , φi1)⊗ . . .⊗Hom(φik−1 , φik)⊗Hom(φik , φ0)
obtained by a signed sum possible contractions using the A∞ composition maps on
FukL(X, b, w), see (40) below. These groups combine via a direct sum into what we
will call the Hochschild cohomology of the curved category FukL(X, b):
HH•(FukL(X, b),FukL(X, b)) =
⊕
w∈Λ
HH•(FukL(X, b, w),FukL(X, b, w)).
We then have an open-closed map
CO(b) : HH•(FukL(X, b),FukL(X, b))→ QH•(X, b).
A criterion for the closed-open map to be an isomorphism is provided by results of
Abouzaid [Abo10] and Ganatra [Gan12].
Definition 1.3. Given a subset G ⊂ L let FukG(X, b) denote the sub Fukaya cate-
gory with objects G. Write
QHG(X, b) = (OC(b))(HH•(FukG(X, b),FukG(X, b)))
for the image of HH•(FukG(X, b),FukG(X, b)) under the open-closed map. Say
QH•(X; b) is generated by G iff QHG(X, b) = QH•(X, b).
Remark 1.4. Because the open-closed map depends analytically on the bulk-deformation,
if the open-closed map is surjective for at least one bulk-deformation b then surjec-
tivity holds for generic b. See Proposition 4.11 below.
Theorem 1.5. (Abouzaid [Abo10] in the exact case, extended to the compact case
in Section 5 below) If QH•(X, b) is generated by G then for each w ∈ Λ≥0 there is
a subset of G that split-generates FukL(X, b, w) for each w ∈ Λ≥0.
Remark 1.6. Ganatra has shown in the exact setting [Gan12] that under these as-
sumptions b-deformed Hochschild homology and cohomology of FukL(X, b) are iso-
morphic as vector spaces (after a degree shift):
HH•(FukG(X, b),FukG(X, b)) ∼= HHdim(X)−•(FukG(X, b),FukG(X, b))
and (in the compact setting here) are both isomorphic to the quantum cohomol-
ogy QHdim(X)−•(X, b). Ganatra’s results [Gan12] are written up in detail only for
the exact, undeformed case, and not completely published. We see no obstruction
in extending his results to the compact, rational case here using Cieliebak-Mohnke
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perturbations or the reader’s favorite regularization scheme, but the results on iso-
morphisms stated in (1) for the compact case could be more properly described as
conditional on this extension.
Our main result applies the Abouzaid criterion Theorem 1.5 to blowups. Recall
that the blowup of affine space X = Cn at p = 0 is
Bl(Cn, 0) = {(z, `) ∈ Cn × Pn−1|z ∈ `}
and is equipped with a natural holomorphic projection
pi : Bl(Cn, 0)→ Cn, (z, `) 7→ z.
The inverse image of the blowup point
E = pi−1(p), E ∼= Pn−1
is the exceptional locus of the blowup. A symplectic blowup X˜ of a symplectic
manifold X at a point p is defined similarly using a Darboux chart U 3 p and gluing
in the local model of the previous paragraph:
X˜ = ((X − {p}) ∪ pi−1(U))/ ∼ .
A natural family of symplectic forms ω˜ on X˜ arises from the family of symplectic
forms on Bl(Cn, 0) considered as a toric variety with moment polytope{
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn≥0 | x1 + . . .+ xn ≥ 
}
.
The resulting symplectic manifold X˜ is the -blowup of X at p; it seems possible
that the symplectomorphism type of the blow-up depends on the choice of  and
Darboux chart U .
An embedding of the original Fukaya category into the Fukaya category of its
blowup will be realized after a shift in bulk deformation given by homology classes.
As explained in Zinger [Zin08] any integral homology class may be represented by a
pseudocycle. Recall that a pseudocycle in a compact manifold X is a smooth map
j : Z → X whose boundary
Ωj(Z) :=
⋂
K⊂Z
K compact
j(Z −K)
satisfies the following condition: There exists a smooth map ι : W → X from a
smooth manifold W to X with dim(W ) ≤ dim(Z)− 2 such that
Ωj(Z) ⊆ ι(W ).
Denote the set of formal combinations of pseudocycles bi in X with coefficients in Λ
(9) Ψ(X,Λ) =
{
b =
m∑
i=1
cibi
∣∣∣∣∣ ci ∈ Λ, bi ⊂ X
}
.
For any b ∈ Ψ(X,Λ) denote by
|b| = ∪mi=1bi ⊂ X
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the support of b given as the union of geometric pseudocycles in b. Denote by
Ψp(X,Λ) ⊂ Ψ(X,Λ)
the space of pseudocycles whose supports are disjoint from p. There is a canonical
map of pseudocycles
Ψp(X,Λ)→ Ψ(X˜,Λ), b 7→ pi−1(b)
obtained by inverse image:(
b =
d∑
i=1
cibi
)
=⇒
(
pi−1(b) =
d∑
i=1
cipi
−1(b)i
)
.
Definition 1.7. Given any Lagrangian brane φ : L→ X disjoint from p, denote by
φ˜ : L→ X˜ the unique Lagrangian brane in X˜ with pi ◦ φ˜ = φ.
Remark 1.8. Disjoint-ness φ(L)∩{p} always holds after a small Hamiltonian diffeo-
morphism of X.
Theorem 1.9. Suppose that dim(X) > 1 and L consists of branes disjoint from
p. For  > 0 sufficiently small and suitable perturbation data P = (PΓ), the struc-
ture maps of FukL(X, b + q−p) are convergent and define an A∞ category with the
following property: There exists a homotopy equivalence of A∞ categories
FukL(X, b + q−p)→ Fukpi−1(L)(X˜, b˜).
Remark 1.10. The bulk deformation has possibly negative q-valuation valq(b˜) and
so is not of the type usually allowed. Indeed,
b = b + q
−p ∈ Ψ(X,Λ)
has coefficient q− of p with q-valuation − < 0. In general bulk deformations b˜ with
negative q-valuation valq(b˜) < 0 may not define convergent A∞ structure maps (6).
This is the case if, for example, dim(X) = 1. In this case there are contributions
to the deformed composition maps md(◦)(b˜) for fixed d(◦) from a fixed holomorphic
curve u : C → X with arbitrary numbers d( , b˜) of interior leaves Te marked with
the bulk deformation b˜. As this number d( , b˜) tends to infinity, the q-valuation of
their contribution to md(b˜) tends to minus infinity. So the sum is not convergent in
the Novikov field Λ.
Remark 1.11. One can rephrase Theorem 1.9 as follows: There exist perturbation
data so that the A∞ category FukL(X, b+qp), defined a-priori only for  > 0, admits
an analytic extension to  < 0 that agrees with the Fukaya category Fukpi−1(L)(X˜, b˜)
for X˜ the −-blowup of X.
The proof relies on a correspondence between pseudoholomorphic curves induced
by the projection. Namely, given any holomorphic curve u˜ : C → X˜ one obtains a
holomorphic curve in the original manifold u : C → X by projection u = pi ◦ u˜. This
correspondence defines a map of moduli spaces
(10) M(φ˜, pi−1(D(L))→M(φ,D(L))
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where M denotes the union over all combinatorial types MΓ. Let I(u), I(u˜) ∈ 2Z
denote the Maslov indices, defined as the sum of the Maslov indices I(uv) of the
disk components and twice the Chern numbers of the sphere components. The
projection (10) does not preserve the expected dimension of the moduli spaces for
types given by the same tree Γ, determined by the Maslov indices I(u) 6= I(u˜) and
combinatorial data attached to the type Γ, but does preserve expected dimension
(and give a bijectionMΓ(φ,D(L)) toMΓ˜(φ˜, pi−1(D(L)))) if the map u is considered
as a constrained map of type Γ˜ with point bulk deformation. To prove the theorem it
therefore suffices to show that perturbation data P˜Γ pulled back under the projection
pi : X˜ → X make all moduli spaces of curves in X˜ regular; one may then simply
compose with the projection to obtain the correspondence.
We wish to complete the collection of “old branes” to a collection of split-generators
for the Fukaya category of the blowup. Recall from e.g. [Sei08b] that a collection
of objects G split-generates an A∞ category if every object can be constructed from
the generators G by repeatedly taking mapping cones and splitting off direct sum-
mands. In a previous paper [CW] Charest and the second author constructed a
finite collection of Floer-non-trivial Lagrangian branes near the exceptional locus.
The symplectic blowup can be obtained as a symplectic cut in the sense of Lerman
[Ler95]
Bl(Cn, 0) = {z ∈ Cn |z| ≥ }/(z ∼ eiθzz, |z| = ).
Denote by
L = (S
1)n, φ : L → Bl(Cn, 0) = {(z1, . . . , zn) | |z1| = . . . = |zn| = }
the inclusion in Bl(Cn, 0). By Charest-Woodward [CW] for certain collection of
local systems
y(k) ∈ R(φ), k = 1, . . . , n− 1
there exists a weakly bounding cochain b(k) ∈ MC(φ(k)) so that with the resulting
brane structure the Floer cohomology is isomorphic to the usual cohomology
(11) HF •(φ(k), φ(k)) ∼= H•(L,Λ);
we add here the addendum Proposition 3.11 that as a ring is isomorphic to a non-
degenerate Clifford algebra. Denote by
(12) E = {φ(1), . . . , φ(n−1)}
the resulting set of Lagrangian branes (all with the same image) in X˜, with the local
systems corresponding to critical points of the Givental potential
W : R(φ)→ Λ, (y1, . . . , yn) 7→ y1 + . . .+ yn + qy1 . . . yn.
Theorem 1.1 shows the Abouzaid criterion [Abo10], [Gan12] holds for the collection
of Lagrangian branes so produced. We remark that more recent results of Ganatra
[Gan] and Perutz-Sheridan [PS] offer alternative routes to showing that the Fukaya
category is split-generated by this collection of branes. However, in this case the
open-closed map is not hard to compute, at least to leading order, and the compu-
tation perhaps gives a feel for the mechanism.
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We end with some miscellaneous remarks. The main result Theorem 1.1 is a
categorical version of a result of A. Bayer [Bay04], who proves that blowup cre-
ates algebra summands in the quantum cohomology. In particular, if QH•(X, b) is
semisimple for generic b (with positive q-valuation), then so is the quantum coho-
mology QH•(X˜, b˜) of the reverse flip or blowup. We expect that these generalize
to non-point blowups and reverse flips. In the case of non-point blowups, say the
blowup BlZ X of X along a symplectic submanifold Z the first issue that would have
to be addressed is the possibility of thickening Lagrangians in Z to Lagrangians in L;
and then one should prove weak unobstructedness of these thickened Lagrangians.
2. Moduli spaces of treed disks
In this section we define the moduli spaces used in the definition of bulk-deformed
Fukaya categories and regularize them using Cieliebak-Mohnke perturbations.
2.1. Trees. First we introduce terminology for trees. Given a tree Γ the set of edges
Edge(Γ) is equipped with head and tail maps
h, t : Edge(Γ)→ Vert(Γ) ∪ {∞}.
The valence of any vertex v ∈ Vert(Γ) is the number
|v| = #{e ∈ h−1(v) ∪ t−1(v)}
of edges meeting the vertex v. An edge e ∈ Edge(Γ) is combinatorially finite if ∞ /∈
{h−1(e), t−1(e)}, semi-infinite if {h−1(e), t−1(e)} = {v,∞} for some v ∈ Vert(Γ),
and infinite if h(e) = t(e) =∞. Denote
Edgefinite(Γ) resp. Edge→(Γ) ⊂ Edge(Γ)
the set of finite resp. semi-infinite edges. We always assume trees are rooted which
means that when Vert(Γ) 6= ∅ there is a distinguished vertex vroot ∈ Vert(Γ) called
the root and a distinguished semi-infinite edge eout ∈ Edge→(Γ) with t(eout) = vroot
called the output. All edges are then oriented towards the output. Note that our
trees do not necessarily have vertices: An infinite edge is a tree Γ with Vert(Γ) = ∅
with one infinite edge. However we set Edge→ = {ein, eout}, the incoming and the
outgoing ends of the infinite edge.
A based tree is a tree equipped with a subtree Γ corresponding to the disk vertices,
which is equipped with a ribbon structure corresponding to the ordering of the edges
around each vertex. A ribbon structure on a tree Γ consists of a cyclic ordering
ov : {e ∈ Edge(Γ), e 3 v} → {1, . . . , |v|} of the edges incident to each vertex
v ∈ Vert(Γ); a cyclic ordering is an equivalence class [ov] of orderings where two
orderings ov, o
′
v are equivalent if they are related by a cyclic permutation.
Definition 2.1 (Subtree, based trees, and stability). (a) A rooted subtree of a
tree Γ, denoted by Γ, consists of a subset of vertices Vert(Γ) containing the
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root vroot of Γ,
2 together with all finite edges connecting vertices in Vert(Γ)
and a subset of semi-infinite edges connected to vertices in Vert(Γ) containing
the output eout of Γ.
(b) A based tree is a tree Γ together with a rooted subtree Γ with a ribbon
structure on Γ.
(c) A based tree Γ is stable if each v ∈ Vert(Γ) \ Vert(Γ) has valence at least
three and for each v ∈ Vert(Γ) the number of edges in Γ connected to v plus
twice of the number of edges not in Γ connected to v is at least three.
We denote by
Leaf(Γ) := Edge→(Γ) \ Edge→(Γ)
the set of semi-infinite edges not in the base which are called leaves.
A moduli space of metric trees is obtained by allowing the finite edges on the base
to acquire lengths.
Definition 2.2. Let Γ be a based tree. A metric on Γ is a function
` : Edgefinite(Γ)→ [0,+∞).
A metric type on Γ is the associated decomposition
Edgefinite(Γ) = Edge0(Γ) unionsq Edge+(Γ)
corresponding to edges with zero or positive lengths. We denote the metric type by
` although it does not only depends on the metric `.3
To compactify the set of gradient segments we allow the lengths of the edges to
go to infinity and break. A broken metric tree is obtained from a finite collection of
metric trees by gluing outputs with inputs as follows: given two metric trees (Γ1, `1)
and (Γ2, `2) with specified leaves e1 ∈ Edge→(Γ1) and e2 ∈ Edge→(Γ2), let Γ1 resp.
Γ2 denote the space obtained by adding a point ∞1 resp. ∞2 at the open end of e1
resp. e2. The space
(13) Γ := Γ1 ∪∞1∼∞2 Γ2
is a broken metric tree, the point ∞1 ∼ ∞2 being called a breaking. To obtain a
well-defined root for the glued tree we require that exactly one of e1 and e2 is the
output. See Figure 1. In general, a broken metric tree Γ are obtained from broken
metric trees Γ1,Γ2 as in (13) in such a way that the resulting space Γ is connected
and has no non-contractible cycles, that is, pi0(Γ) is a point and pi1(Γ) is the trivial
group4. We think of the gluing points as breakings rather than vertices, so that
there are no new vertices in the glued tree Γ.
2When defining the open-closed map we will consider based trees whose root vertex is not in the
base.
3To define the Fukaya category we only need to consider metric on boundary edges. When we
define the open-closed and closed open maps we need more general metric types.
4Later when we consider treed annuli we will allow loops.
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Figure 1. Creating a broken tree
In order to obtain Fukaya algebras with strict units, we wish for our moduli spaces
to obtain a certain forgetful map.
Definition 2.3. Consider an unbroken tree Γ.
(a) A weighting on Γ is a map
w : Edge→(Γ)→ [0, 1]
satisfying
w|Leaf(Γ) ≡ 0
and
(14)
∏
e∈Edgein(Γ)
w(e) = w(eout)
The underlying decomposition
(15) Edge→(Γ) = Edge (Γ)unionsqEdge (Γ)unionsqEdge (Γ) := w−1(0)unionsqw−1((0, 1))unionsqw−1(1).
is called a weighting type. A tree Γ with a weighting is called a weighted tree.
(b) If the output eout of Γ is unweighted (forgettable or unforgettable) then
an isomorphism ψ : (Γ, w)→ (Γ′, w′) of weighted trees is an isomorphism of
trees that preserves the weightings. If the output eout of Γ is weighted (which
implies Γ has no interior incoming edge and all boundary incoming edges are
weighted or forgettable), then an isomorphism ψ : (Γ, w) → (Γ′, w′) is an
isomorphism of trees such that there is a positive number α such that
w(e) = w′(ψ(e))α,∀e ∈ Edge→(Γ).
(c) If Γ is broken, then a weighting on Γ consists of weightings on all unbroken
components that agree over breakings.
2.2. Treed disks. The domains of treed holomorphic disks are unions of disks,
spheres, and line segments. A disk is a bordered Riemann surface biholomorphic to
the complex unit disk
D = { z ∈ C | ‖z‖ ≤ 1 } .
The automorphism group of D is Aut(D) ∼= PSL(2,R). A nodal disk with a single
boundary node is a topological space S obtained from a disjoint union of disks S1, S2
by identifying pairs of boundary points w12 ∈ S1, w21 ∈ S2 on the boundary of each
component so that
(16) S = S1 ∪w12∼w21 S2.
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See Figure 2. The image of w12, w21 in the space S is the nodal point. A nodal
Figure 2. Creating a nodal disk
disk S with multiple nodes wij , i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i 6= j is obtained by repeating this
construction (16) with S1, S2 nodal disks with fewer nodes, and w12, w21 distinct
from the previous nodes. More generally we allow boundary and interior markings.
For an integer d ≥ 0 a nodal disk with d + 1 boundary markings is a nodal disk S
equipped with a finite ordered collection of points x = (x0, . . . , xd) on the boundary
∂S, disjoint from the nodes, in counterclockwise cyclic order around the boundary
∂S. A (d + 1)-marked nodal disk (S, x) is stable if each component Sv has at
least three special (nodal or marked) points, or equivalently the group Aut(S, x)
of automorphisms of S leaving x pointwise fixed is trivial. The moduli space of
(d + 1)-marked stable disks [(S, x)] forms a compact cell complex, isomorphic as a
cell complex to the associahedron from Stasheff [Sta63, Sta70].
More complicated configurations involve spherical components. A sphere is a
complex surface biholomorphic to the projective line S2 ∼= P1. We allow sphere
components P1 ∼= Sv ⊂ S and interior markings z1, . . . , zd ∈ int(S) in the definition
of marked nodal disks S. A nodal disk S with a single interior node w ∈ S is defined
similarly to that of a boundary node by using the construction (16), except in this
case S is obtained by gluing together a nodal disk S1 with a marked sphere S2 with
w12, w21 points in the interior int(S).
General treed disks are defined as in Oh [Oh93], Cornea-Lalonde [CL06], Biran-
Cornea [BC07, BC09], and Seidel [Sei11].
Definition 2.4 (Treed disks, combinatorial types, moduli spaces). (a) A combi-
natorial type for treed disks is a based tree Γ together with a metric type `
(see Definition 2.2) and a weighting type w (see Definition 2.3).
(b) A treed disk C of type (Γ, `, w) consists of the surface part
S = (Sv, xv, zv)v∈Vert(Γ)
(where xv resp. zv denotes the ordered set of boundary resp. interior mark-
ings), a tree part
T = (Te)e∈Edge(Γ),
(where Te is a finite interval of a certain length `(e) if e is combinatorially
finite, a semi-infinite interval [0,+∞) or (−∞, 0] if e is semi-infinite, so that
(Γ, `) becomes a metric tree whose underlying metric type agrees with `5),
5If e is an infinite edge, then regard Te as the real line (−∞,+∞) which is also the union of two
rays labelled by the input and the output.
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a weighting w : Edge→(Γ) → [0, 1] whose underlying weighting type agrees
with w, and nodal points
ze,+ ∈ Sh(e), ze,− ∈ St(e), ∀e ∈ Edge(Γ).
These data must satisfy the following conditions: for each vertex v ∈ Vert(Γ),
the set of special points, i.e., the collection of boundary and interior markings
and nodal points are distinct. See Figure 3 for a typical configuration of a
treed disk.
(c) An isomorphism of treed disks φ from C = S∪T to C ′ = S′∪T ′ consists of an
isomorphism ψ : (Γ, `, w)→ (Γ′, `′, w′) of underlying weighted metric trees, a
collection of isomorphisms φv : Sv → S′ψ(v) of disks or spheres preserving the
markings and special points, and a collection of isomorphisms φe : Te → T ′ψ(e)
of intervals.
(d) A treed disk is stable if its underlying combinatorial type is stable (see Def-
inition 2.1).6
Figure 3. A treed disk with three disk components and one sphere component
Remark 2.5. There is a natural partial order among all stable combinatorial types
of treed disks, denoted by Γ′  Γ. Instead of giving the full definition, we only
recall the typical situations. These typical situations include the case of bubbling
off holomorphic spheres, bubbling off holomorphic disks, and breaking of gradient
lines, in which Γ′ is obtained from Γ by a change of the underlying tree. Moreover,
when the length of an edge of Γ changes from positive to zero, one obtains a different
type Γ′ ≺ Γ by changing the metric type; when the weighting of one or more semi-
infinite edges of Γ changes to zero or one, one also obtains a different type Γ′ ≺ Γ
by changing the weighting type accordingly. In general Γ′  Γ if Γ′ can be obtained
from Γ by finitely many such changes.
The moduli spaces of stable weighted treed disks are naturally cell complexes.
Suppose Γ is a stable combinatorial type with k boundary inputs and l interior
inputs. Let MΓ denote the set of all isomorphism classes of treed disks of type Γ,
6As in the case of spheres, treed disk is stable if and only if its automorphism group is trivial.
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which has a natural topology. Then MΓ is a manifold of dimension
dim(MΓ) = k + 2l + # Edge (Γ)−#Edge0(Γ)− 2#Edgeinterior(Γ)
+
{
−2 if eout /∈ Edge (Γ),
−4 if eout ∈ Edge (Γ).
Denote
MΓ =
⊔
Γ′Γ
Γ′ stable
MΓ′ .
As in the definition of Gromov convergence of pseudoholomorphic curves, there is a
natural way to endowMΓ a compact Hausdorff topology that agrees on the manifold
topology on each stratum MΓ′ , so that MΓ is a cell complex with MΓ being the
top cell.
Remark 2.6. The moduli spaces of weighted treed disks are related to unweighted
moduli spaces by taking products with intervals: If Γ has at least one vertex and
Γ′ denotes the combinatorial type of Γ obtained by setting the weights w(e) to zero
and the output eout of Γ is unweighted then
MΓ ∼=MΓ′ × (0, 1)|Edge (Γ)|.
If the outgoing edge eout is weighted then
MΓ ∼=MΓ′ × (0, 1)|Edge (Γ)|−2
because of the way we define isomorphism of weighted types (see Definition 2.3).
Figure 4 illustrates a one-dimensional moduli space with weighted output and its
boundary strata.
w1 w2
w3
logw1
logw2
→ 0 logw2logw1 → 0
Figure 4. A one-dimensional moduli space of weighted treed disks
with all three semi-infinite edges being weighted.
In general moduli spaces of stable curves only admit universal curves in an orbifold
sense. In the setting here orbifold singularities are absent and the moduli spaces
of stable treed disks admit honest universal curves. For any combinatorial type Γ
let UΓ denote the universal treed disk (or called the universal curve) consisting of
isomorphism classes of pairs (C, z) where C is a treed disk of type Γ and z is a point
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in C, possibly on a disk component Sv ∼= {|z| ≤ 1}, a sphere component Sv ∼= P1,
or one of the edges e of the tree part T ⊂ C (the infinite of semi-infinite edges are
allowed). The map
UΓ →MΓ, [C, z]→ [C]
is the universal projection. Because of the stability condition, there is a natural
bijection
UΓ =
⊔
[C]∈MΓ
C.
In case Γ has no vertices we define UΓ to be the real line, considered as a fiber bundle
over the point MΓ.
Figure 5. Treed disks with interior leaves
Figure 6. Boundary of a treed disk with d = 2 incoming edges
We introduce notation for particular subsets of the universal curves. First, for
each vertex v ∈ Vert(Γ), let
UΓ,v ⊂ UΓ
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denote the closed subset corresponding to points on the surface component Sv. For
each edge e ∈ Edge(Γ), let
UΓ,e ⊂ UΓ
the closed subset corresponding to points on the tree component Te. Denote
SΓ :=
⋃
v∈Vert(Γ)
UΓ,v
and
T Γ :=
⋃
e∈Edge(Γ)
UΓ,e.
Moreover, for each subtree Π ⊂ Γ (not necessarily containing the root), denote by
UΓ,Π ⊂ UΓ
the set of points on components corresponding to vertices and edges of Π. There is
a contraction map contracting edges not in Γ
UΓ,Π → UΠ.
In particular, for the base Γ, one has
UΓ,Γ ⊂ UΓ.
Lastly, for Π  Γ, one has a boundary stratum
UΠ ⊂ UΓ.
The boundary is divided up into parts between the boundary inputs. Given a
treed disk C of type Γ define a one-manifold ∂C by gluing together the boundary of
each disk Sv, v ∈ Vert(Γ) minus the points Te ∩ S, e ∈ Edge(Γ) where edges attach
with two copies of each edge Te as in Figure 6. Denote by (∂C)i the component of
∂C between the i-th and i+ 1-st leaves, in cyclic order. Similarly we can define the
i-th boundary part of the universal curve
∂iUΓ ⊂ UΓ.
2.3. Geometric input. In this subsection we specify the geometric objects inside
the symplectic manifold relevant to our construction. Let (X,ω) be a compact
symplectic manifold. Fix a finite collection of Lagrangian immersions
L := (φ : Lφ → X)φ∈L.
We assume that each member of L is self-transverse and each pair of immersions
intersect cleanly. Denote
L :=
⊔
φ∈L
Lφ, |L| :=
⋃
φ∈L
φ(Lφ) ⊂ X.
For each pair (φ−, φ+) ∈ L2, the preimage of the diagonal ∆ ⊂ X ×X, denoted by
Lφ−,φ+ := (φ− × φ+)−1(∆)
is a smooth manifold (of varying dimensions).
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We impose the following constraints at interior leaves. Consider a general bulk
deformation given as a combination of pseudocycles
b =
N∑
i=1
cibi, ci ∈ Λ.
Here each component bi contains the datum of a smooth map
(17) ji : Zi → X
together with a map
ιi : Wi → X
covering the boundary of ji(Zi) such that Wi has codimension at least two. Define
the support of the bulk deformation
|b| :=
N⋃
i=1
ji(Zi) ∪
N⋃
i=1
ιi(Wi).
In practice, our bulk deformations will be multiples of the point p ∈ X where
the blowup will be performed. We assume the following conditions on the bulk
deformation.
Definition 2.7. The bulk deformation is admissible if p is not in |L| ∪ |b| and each
Zi has an even and positive codimension.
We will adopt the stabilizing divisor technique introduced by Cieliebak-Mohnke
[CM07]. For this we need to recall the rationality assumption.
Definition 2.8. A symplectic manifold X is rational if [ω] ∈ H2(X,R) lies in the
image of H2(X,Q), or equivalently, if there exists a line bundle with connection
Xˆ → X whose curvature (up to a factor of i/2pi) is kω for some k ∈ N.
Definition 2.9 (Donaldson hypersurface). Given a rational symplectic manifold
(X,ω) a Donaldson hypersurface is a compact codimension two symplectic subman-
ifold D ⊂ X whose Poincare´ dual is a multiple of k[ω]. The positive integer k is
called the degree of the Donaldson hypersurface.
Definition 2.10 (Rational Lagrangian). Let (X,ω) be a compact rational symplec-
tic manifold. The collection of Lagrangian immersions L is called rational if there
exists a line bundle with connection Xˆ → X whose curvature is a positive integral
multiple kω of ω and there exists a nonzero section
s ∈ Γ(Xˆ||L|)
whose pullback via each φ : L→ X is flat with respect to the connection on Xˆ. The
collection L is called exact in an open subset U ⊂ X if
(a) φ(Lφ) ⊂ U for all φ ∈ L;
(b) there is a 1-form θ ∈ Ω1(U) such that ω|U = dθ;
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(c) there exists a function
f : |L| → R
such that for each φ ∈ L there holds
φ∗θ = dφ∗f.
From now on we assume that (X,ω) is rational and L is strongly rational.
Lemma 2.11. (c.f. Charest-Woodward [CW17, Section 3.1], [CM07, Lemma 8.7])
Choose a compatible almost complex structure J ∈ Jcomp(X) such that all La-
grangian immersions in the collection L are totally real. Then for l ∈ N sufficiently
large there exists a degree l Donaldson hypersurface D(L) ⊂ X disjoint from |L|
with the properties:
(a) L is exact in the complement X −D(L);
(b) D(L) is θ-approximately J-holomorphic and
(c) there is a tamed almost complex structure J0 ∈ Jtame(X,ω) making D(L)
almost complex such that all nonconstant J0-holomorphic spheres in X in-
tersect D(L) at finite but at least three points.
(d) D(L) is disjoint from p.
Proof. The construction is an extension of the original construction of Donaldson
[Don96] (see also [Aur97] and [AGM01]). Given a sufficiently generic approximately-
holomorphic section
s : X → Xˆ l
of some tensor power Xˆ l of a line bundle Xˆ → X whose curvature is the symplectic
form (up to a factor of 2pi/i) and whose value on |L| is close to the given flat section
on φ(L) for all φ ∈ L, one obtains a symplectic hypersurface as the zero-set:
D(L) = s−1(0).
By Cieliebak-Mohnke [CM07, Corollary 8.16], for sufficiently generic tamed almost
complex structures, each non-constant pseudoholomorphic sphere u : P1 → D(L)
intersects D(L) in at least three points:
#u−1(D(L)) ≥ 3.
On the other hand, since L is exact in the complement of D(L), each nonconstant
pseudoholomorphic disk u : D→ X with boundary in L intersects D(L) in at least
one interior point z ∈ C, u(z) ∈ D(L). Transversality to p and to the components of
the bulk deformation b follows from the stabilization property in [CM07, Theorem
8.1]. Then [CM07, Theorem 8.1] and the modification in [CW17, Theorem 3.6] make
the Lagrangians exact in the complement. 
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2.4. Perturbations. We consider domain-dependent perturbation data defined on
the universal curves. We first define an important condition called the locality, which
should be satisfied by the perturbation data. This condition plays an important role
in Cieliebak–Mohnke’s approach [CM07]. For each spherical vertex v ∈ Vertsphere(Γ),
let
Γ(v) = ∪e3ve
denote the subtree of Γ consisting of the vertex v and all edges e of Γ meeting v.
Let Γ denote the combinatorial type obtained from Γ by collapsing all spherical
components. Let
(18) pi : pi1 × pi2 : UΓ →MΓ × UΓ(v)
be the product of maps where pi1 is given by projection followed by the forgetful
morphism and pi2 is the contraction C → Sv.
Definition 2.12 (Locality). Let Z be a set. A map f : UΓ → Z is called local if
the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) For each v ∈ Vertsphere(Γ), the restriction of f to UΓ,v is equal to the pull-back
of a function fv :MΓ × UΓ(v) → Z.
(b) The restriction of f to UΓ,Γ is equal to the pull-back of a function fΓ : UΓ →
Z.
(c) The restriction of f to any boundary stratum UΠ for Π ≺ Γ is a local map.
We would like to specify open sets where the perturbations should vanish.
Lemma 2.13. For all stable combinatorial types Γ, there exist three collection of
open subsets
SΓ,J ⊂ SΓ ⊂ UΓ, SΓ,H ⊂ SΓ ⊂ UΓ, T Γ,F ⊂ T Γ ⊂ UΓ
satisfying the following properties.
(a) The characteristic functions of SΓ,J , SΓ,H , T Γ,F , viewed as maps from UΓ
to {0, 1}, are local maps.
(b) The open set SΓ,J intersected with any fiber C = S∪T ⊂ UΓ is a neighborhood
of all special points on the surface part so that for all v ∈ Vert(Γ), the
complement SΓ,J \ UΓ,J has non-empty intersection with Sv;
(c) The open set SΓ,H is a neighborhood of all nodes we, e ∈ Edge(Γ) and the
complement SΓ \SΓ,H is contained in the base SΓ,Γ. Moreover, for each disk
component v ∈ Vert(Γ), Sv has non-empty intersection with the complement
of UΓ,H and the intersection
Sv ∩ (SΓ \ SΓ,H)
is contained in the union of all strip-like ends.
(d) The open set T Γ,F is a neighborhood of the locus corresponding to infinities
of semi-infinite edges in all degenerations Π ≺ Γ.
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(e) If Γ is separated by a breaking into two subtrees Γ1 and Γ2, then SΓ,J resp.
SΓ,H resp. T Γ,F is the product
SΓ1,J1  SΓ2,J2 resp. SΓ1,H1  SΓ2,H2 resp. T Γ1,F1  T Γ2,F2
where
SΓ1,J1  SΓ2,J2 = pi−11 (SΓ1,J1)× pi−12 (SΓ2,J2)
etc.
(f) There exist positive numbers aΓ > 0 for all stable types Γ that only depends
on the base Γ such that
(i) For each C = S ∪ T ⊂ UΓ, the area of S \ SΓ,H (with respect to flat
metric over the strip-like end) is less than aΓ.
(ii) If Γ is separated by a breaking into Γ1,Γ2, then aΓ = aΓ1 + aΓ2.
The proof is left to the reader. We need to specify certain Banach space norms
on perturbation data. Notice that after taking away the open sets SΓ,J , SΓ,H , and
T Γ,F , the surface part and the tree part of the universal curve UΓ,
SΓ \ SΓ,J , SΓ \ SΓ,H , T Γ \ T Γ,F
are smooth manifolds. To measure the norms of smooth functions we choose Rie-
mannian metrics on these complements in a way that the metrics are local functions
on the universal curve and respect degeneration of curves. We omit the details of
such conditions. Then choose a sequence of positive numbers (i)
∞
i=1 converging to
zero such that Floer’s C-norm
‖f‖ :=
∞∑
i=0
i‖∇if‖C0
is complete and in each dimension the space of smooth functions with finite C-norms
contains bumped functions of arbitrary small supports (see [Flo88]).
Remark 2.14. The use of Hamiltonian perturbation is to deal with the possible loss of
transversality caused by trivial polygons mapped into intersections of Lagrangians.
We first specify the following space of Hamiltonian functions on the target manifold.
Recall that |L| is disjoint from D(L). Choose a neighborhood U(D) of D(L) that is
still disjoint from |L|. For λ > 0 define
(19) Hamλ(X,U(D)) = {h ∈ C∞(X) | h|U(D) = 0, ‖h‖C0(X) < λ}.
For λ sufficiently small, one can guarantee that for any one-parameter family
of Hamiltonian perturbations Ht ∈ Hamλ(X,U(D)) and the corresponding time-1
map ψ there holds
ψ(|L|) ∩ U(D) = ∅.
With Hamiltonian perturbations the energy of perturbed holomorphic maps are
no longer topological. We need an a priori energy bound for these objects. Suppose
we have a domain-dependent almost complex structure
JΓ : UΓ → Jtame(X,ω)
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and a domain-dependent Hamiltonian perturbation
HΓ ∈ Ω1(SΓ \ SΓ,H ,Hamλ(X,U(D))).
Consider a fibre C = S ∪ T ⊂ UΓ and a (JΓ, HΓ)-holomorphic map u : S → X
with boundary lying in certain Lagrangians in the collection L. The perturbed
energy-area relation [MS04, 8.1.9] reads
E(u) =
∫
S
u∗ω +
∫
S
FHΓ(u)
where FHΓ ∈ Ω2(S,HX) is the curvature of the Hamiltonian perturbation. Then
E(u) ≤
∫
S
u∗ω + λaΓ,
where aΓ is from 2.13 and λ is from (19). Since the first term is proportional to the
expected intersection number between u and the stabilizing divisor D of degree k,
one can define
(20) E(Γ) =
#Edge(Γ)
k
+ λaΓ
which is an a priori combinatorial bound of the energy.
We would like to specify suitable spaces of almost complex structures that do not
allow holomorphic spheres in the Donaldson hypersurface. Recall that we have fixed
a tamed almost complex structure J0 ∈ Jtame(X,ω) (which we will call the base
almost complex structure).
Lemma 2.15. [CM07, Corollary 8.16] For any E > 0, there exists an open neigh-
borhood J Etame(X,ω) ⊂ Jtame(X,ω) satisfying: for every J ∈ J Etame(X,ω), all non-
constant J-holomorphic spheres with energy at most E intersect D(L) at finite but
at least three points.
We now perturb the given sphere-free almost complex structure, staying with the
open neighborhood in Lemma 2.15 to obtain regularity for treed holomorphic disks,
without allowing sphere bubbling or disk bubbling.
Definition 2.16. A perturbation datum for a stable combinatorial type Γ of treed
disks is a collection PΓ consisting of
(a) A domain-dependent almost complex structure
JΓ : SΓ → J E(Γ)tame (X,ω)
that is equal to the base almost complex structure J0 over the open set SΓ,J
and in a fixed neighborhood of D(L). Here E(Γ) is the energy bound defined
by (20).
(b) A domain-dependent Hamiltonian perturbation
HΓ ∈ Ω1(SΓ,Hamλ(X,U(D)))
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on SΓ with values in the space Hamλ(X,U(D)) of smooth functions that
vanishes over the open set SΓ,H .
(c) For each edge e ∈ Edge(Γ) a collection domain-dependent smooth functions
Fe : T Γ ×
X unionsq ⊔
(φ−,φ+)∈L2
Lφ−,φ+
→ R
on both the target manifold X and all possible Lagrangian intersections.
(d) A domain-dependent perturbation of the evaluation map which is a collection
of continuous maps for the interior inputs
EΓ,e :MΓ → Diff(X) ∀e ∈ Leaf(Γ)
that are smooth in the interior MΓ (with respect to the manifold structure
of MΓ). Each EΓ,e can be viewed as a map from the universal curve by
pullback via UΓ →MΓ.
Moreover, the triple PΓ = (JΓ, HΓ, FΓ, EΓ) can be viewed as a map from the universal
curve UΓ to a certain set. We require that this map is a local map (see Definition
2.12).
There is a base perturbation for each stable Γ in which JΓ is the base almost
complex structure J0 specified by Lemma 2.11, HΓ = 0, and F0 = 0, and EΓ =
IdX . We will only consider perturbations in a small C
-neighborhood of this base
perturbation. The tangent space of Jtame(X,ω) at J0 is
TJ0Jtame(X,ω) = {ζ ∈ End(TX) | J0ξ + ξJ0 = 0}.
For δ > 0 sufficiently small we identify the δ-neighborhood of J0 in Jtame(X,ω)
with respect to the C0-norm with the δ-ball of the tangent space TJ0Jtame(X,ω),
denoted by J δtame(X,ω). Then a domain-dependent almost complex structure JΓ :
SΓ → Jtame(X,ω) that is C0-close to the base J0 can be viewed as a vector in the
linear space C∞(SΓ \SΓ,J , TJ0Jtame(X,ω)) so one can measure its norms. Similarly,
a domain-dependent diffeomorphism EΓ,e : X → X that is C0-close to the identity
can be identified with a C0-small vector field on X, denoted by EΓ,e − IdX . On the
other hand, the terms HΓ and FΓ are naturally in a vector space. Then for each
stable Γ, define
(21)
PΓ :=
{
PΓ = (JΓ, HΓ, FΓ, EΓ) | ‖JΓ−J0‖C+‖HΓ‖C+‖FΓ‖C+‖EΓ−IdX‖C <∞
}
.
This set with the C-norm is a separable Banach manifold (in fact an open set of a
separable Banach space). C-spaces (for two different sequences {i}).
Once a perturbation datum PΓ for a stable domain type is fixed we obtain per-
turbations for not-necessarily-stable types as follows. Let C be a holomorphic treed
disk of type Γ not necessarily stable, and f(C) its stabilization, naturally identified
with a fiber of the universal curve Uf(Γ) for the type f(Γ). Via the stabilization map
C → f(C) the perturbation data Pf(Γ) pulls back to perturbation data PΓ for Γ.
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2.5. Holomorphic treed disks. Holomorphic treed disks are combinations of holo-
morphic disks and gradient flow segments. Let (X,ω) be a compact symplectic man-
ifold. Let L be a finite collection of self-transverse Lagrangian branes φ : L → X
that are pair-wise cleanly intersecting. For each pair (φ−, φ+) ∈ L2 (including the
case φ− = φ+) let
Fφ−,φ+ : (φ− × φ+)−1(∆)→ R.
be a Morse function on the clean intersection. Its critical points will be asymptotic
constrains for gradient rays. In order to obtain strict units, we expand the set of
critical points as follows. For each pair (φ−, φ+), define
(22) Iφ−,φ+ =
{
crit(Fφ−,φ+), φ− 6= φ+,
crit(Fφ−,φ+) ∪ Ihuφ , φ− = φ+ = φ.
where
(23) Ihuφ =
⋃
c∈pi0(Lφ)
{1φ,c, 1φ,c}.
Namely, for each connected component c of Lφ (the domain of the immersion φ :
Lφ → X) we add two additional constraints 1φ,c, 1φ,c.
Interior labelling data provide constraints of maps at interior markings. Recall
that one has specified components of the bulk deformation b which are smooth maps
ji : Zi → X together with their “boundaries” ιi : Wi → X. On the other hand, one
has the stabilizing divisor D(L) ⊂ X which intersects each ιi transversely. Denote
(24)
IX := {X} ∪ {(D(L),m) | m ≥ 1} ∪ {ji(Zi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ N} ∪ {ιi(Wi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ N}
∪ {D(L) ∩ ji(Zi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ N} ∪ {ji(Zi) ∩ ji′(Zi′) | 1 ≤ i, i′ ≤ N}
which will be used to label all possibly interior constraints. The notation (D(L),m)
will indicate tangency order of m to the stabilizing divisor.
Definition 2.17 (Map types). Given a combinatorial type Γ of treed disks, a map
type consists of
(a) A boundary constraint datum given by a sequence of Lagrangian branes
φ := (φ0, φ1, . . . , φd)
labelling the boundary components of treed disks.
(b) A corner constraint datum given by a sequence of elements
x :=
(
x0 ∈ Iφ0,φd , x1 ∈ Iφ0,φ1 , . . . , xd ∈ Iφd−1,φd
)
satisfying the following requirement regarding the weighting types. The i-th
leaf ei is forgettable resp. weighted if and only if xi = 1φ,c resp xi = 1φ,c
for certain φ ∈ L and a component c ∈ pi0(Lφ,φ). For each boundary edge
e ∈ Edge(Γ) there is then an unordered pair (φe,−, φe,+) of branes given by
x. Abbreviate
Le := Lφe,−,φe,+ = (φe,−, φe,+)
−1(∆).
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(c) A homology datum which is a map
β : Vert(Γ)→ H2(X,φ) := H2(X,
⋃
φi∈φ
(φi(Li));Z).
(d) An interior constraint datum which is a map
 : Edgeinterior,input(Γ)→ IX .
A map type is denoted by Γ = (Γ, x, β, ).
Perturbed treed holomorphic disks are defined by allowing the almost complex
structure, Hamiltonian perturbation, and Morse function to vary in the domain.
Let Γ be a combinatorial type of treed disks (not necessarily stable). Let Γst be the
stabilization of Γ (which is not empty). Let C be a treed disk of type Γ and Cst its
stabilization which is of type Γst. Suppose we are given a perturbation datum PΓst
for type Γst. Then on each surface part Sv of C, PΓst induces a domain-dependent
almost complex structure Jv and a domain-dependent Hamiltonian perturbation Hv;
on each tree part Te of C, PΓst induces a domain-dependent function
Fe : Te ×
⊔
φ−,φ+
Lφ−,φ+ → R.
These data allows one to define the equation componentwise. For each surface
component Sv and a smooth map uv : Sv → X, define
dHvuv = duv −Hv(uv) ∈ Ω1(Sv, u∗vTX)
and
∂Jv ,Hvuv = (dHvuv)
0,1 =
1
2
(Jv ◦ dHvuv − dHvuv ◦ jv) ∈ Ω0,1(Sv, u∗vTX).
We say that uv is (Jv, Hv)-holomorphic if ∂Jv ,Hvuv = 0. For each tree component
Te and a smooth map
ue : Te →
⊔
φ−,φ+
Lφ−,φ+
we say that ue is a perturbed negative gradient segment if
u′e(s) +∇Fe(s, (ue(s))) = 0.
Definition 2.18. Let Γ = (Γ, x, β, ) be a map type with underlying combinatorial
type Γ of treed disks. Let C = S ∪ T be a treed disk of type Γ. Let Γst be
the stabilization of Γ and PΓst be a perturbation datum on UΓst . Then a PΓst-
perturbed adapted treed holomorphic map from C to X of map type Γ is a collection
of continuous maps
u : C → X, ∂u : ∂C →
⊔
φ∈L
Lφ
satisfying the following conditions (using notations specified before this definition).
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(a) The restriction of u to the surface component Sv, denoted by uv : Sv → X,
is (Jv, Hv)-holomorphic, namely
∂Jv ,Hvuv = 0.
(b) The restriction of u to the tree component Te is contained in Le, denoted by
ue : Te → Le, is a perturbed negative gradient segment, namely
u′e(s) +∇Fe(s, (ue(s))) = 0.
(c) The restriction of u to the ∂C agrees with the pull-back of ∂u, namely
u|∂C = φ ◦ ∂u.
(d) For each semi-infinite edge e, the map ue converges to the limit specified by
the datum x.
(e) For each interior leaf e attached to a vertex ve, if the interior constraint is
not (D(L),m), then
EΓ,e(uve(ze)) ∈ Xe ⊂ X.
where Xe is one of the components ji(Zi) of the bulk deformation (17). Here
EΓ,e : X → X is the diffeomorphism contained in the perturbation datum.
If the interior constraint is (D(L),m), then uve(ze) ∈ D(L) and if uve is not
a constant map, then the tangency order of uve with D(L) is m.
The triple (C, u, ∂u) is called an (adapted) treed holomorphic disk of map type Γ.
Isomorphisms of perturbed treed holomorphic disks are defined in a way similar
to that for stable pseudoholomorphic maps. A perturbed treed holomorphic disk is
called stable if its automorphism group is finite, or equivalently
(a) every sphere component uv : Sv → X with dHvuv ≡ 0 has at least three
special points, and
(b) every disk component uv : Sv → X with dHvuv ≡ 0 either has at least
three boundary special points, or one boundary special point and one interior
special point, or at least two interior special points.
(c) over each infinite edge Te ⊂ C the map ue : Te → Le is nonconstant.
Given a map type Γ = (Γ, x, φ, ), denote by
MΓ(PΓst)
the set of isomorphism classes of stable PΓst-perturbed adapted treed holomorphic
disks. One can also define a Gromov topology and compactify the moduli spaces
(we omit the details). We only consider the compactification for the case Γ being
stable. In this case, the Gromov compactification is
(25) MΓ(PΓ) :=
⊔
ΠΓ
MΠ(PΓ|UΠst ).
Here the partial order Π  Γ naturally extends the partial order Π  Γ among
combinatorial types of domains.
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Definition 2.19 (Partial order among map types). Let Γ = (Γ, x, β, ) and Γ′ =
(Γ′, x′, β′, ′) be two map types. We denote Γ′  Γ if Γ′  Γ (which induces a
morphism ψ : Γ′ → Γ), x = x′ and
β(v) =
∑
v′∈ψ−1(v)
β′(v′);
moreover, for each interior leaf e of Γ with the corresponding leaf e′ of Γ′, either
Xe = Xe′ , or
(Xe, Xe′) ∈ {(ji(Zi), ιi(Wi)) | 1 ≤ i ≤ N} ∪ {(D(L) ∩ ji(Zi), ιi(Wi)) | 1 ≤ i ≤ N}
∪ {(ji(Zi) ∩ ji′(Zi′), ιi(Wi)), (ji(Zi) ∩ ji′(Zi′), ιi′(Wi′))| 1 ≤ i, i′ ≤ N}.
The composition laws of Fukaya algebras rely on the following relation among
perturbation data.
Definition 2.20 (Coherent perturbations). A collection of perturbation data
P := (PΓ)Γ
for all stable domain types are called coherent if the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) (Cutting-edges axiom) If a breaking separates Γ into Γ1 and Γ2 then PΓ is
the product of the perturbations PΓ1 , PΓ2 under the isomorphism
UΓ ' pi∗1UΓ1 ∪ pi∗2UΓ2 .
(b) (Degeneration axiom) If Γ′ ≺ Γ, then the restriction PΓ to UΓ′ is equal to
PΓ′
(c) (Forgetful axiom) For a forgettable boundary input e of Γ, let Γe be the
domain type obtained from Γ by forgetting e and stabilizing. Then PΓ is
equal to the pullback of PΓe via the contraction UΓ → UΓe .
2.6. Transversality. In this subsection we regularize the moduli spaces used in our
construction. We first review very briefly the Fredholm theory associated to treed
holomorphic maps. Let Γ be a map type. We specify a pair (k, p) with k ∈ N, p > 2.
The set
Bk,p(C,Γ)
of maps of type Γ has the structure of a Banach manifold . An element (u, ∂u) ∈
Bk,p(C,Γ) is defined as in Definition 2.18 without requiring the holomorphic curve
and gradient flow equations and instead requiring (u, ∂u) to be of class W k,p over
each surface or tree component. Tangency conditions for a maximal order
m as in (24) are defined for k sufficiently large. Choose a perturbation datum
PΓ = (JΓ, HΓ, FΓ, EΓ). Over this Banach manifold there is a Banach vector bundle
Ek,p(C,Γ) so that the defining equations of Definition 2.18 provides a section
F : Bk,p(C,Γ)→ Ek,p(C,Γ)
combining the Cauchy-Riemann operators on the surface parts and gradient flow
operators on the edges . Since the Lagrangians are always totally real with respect to
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the domain-dependent almost complex structures, the section is a Fredholm section.
Its index can be easily calculated, which provides the expected dimension of the
moduli space.
To include the variations of the domains, one takes an open neighborhoodMiΓ ⊂
MΓ of [C] over which the universal curve UΓ has a trivialization
UΓ|MiΓ ∼=M
i
Γ × C.
The linearization of a PΓ-perturbed treed holomorphic disk (C, u, ∂u) is then a
Fredholm map
Du : T(u,∂u)Bk,p(C,Γ)× T[C]MΓ → Ek,p(C,Γ)|(u,∂u).
The expected dimension of the moduli space is given by
dimMΓ(PΓ) = dimMΓ + µ(β) + i(x)− i()
where µ(β) is the total Maslov index of the disk class, i(x) is the sum of Morse indices
of asymptotic constraints, and i() is the effect of interior constraints. For example,
Γ has k interior inputs all of which are labelled by (D(L), 1), then i() = 2k.
Following Cieliebak-Mohnke [CM07], we introduce the following types that we
will regularize.
Definition 2.21. A map type Γ = (Γ, x, φ, ) is called uncrowded if each ghost
sphere bubble tree contains at most one interior input e whose interior constraint is
in
{(D(L),m) | m = 1, . . .}.
Otherwise Γ is called crowded.
Remark 2.22. Cieliebak-Mohnke perturbations can never make crowded configura-
tions u : C → X transversally cut out, since one can replace an interior leaf Te
with a given label D and replace it with a sphere bubble Sv with two interior leaves
Te1 , Te2 attached with the same label D, which reduces the expected dimension of
a stratum by two. This produces (eventually after repeating) a non-empty stratum
MΓ′′(φ,D) of negative expected dimension, a contradiction if the perturbations are
regular.
We will need certain forgetful maps to treat crowded configurations. Let Γ be a
stable domain type and choose a subset
W ⊂ Vertsphere(Γ).
Define ΓW to be the domain type obtained by the following operation: For each con-
nected component Wi ⊂W , remove all interior leaves except the one with the largest
labelling on Wi, and stabilize the remaining configuration. The set W descends to
a (possibly empty) subset W ′ ∈ Vertsphere(ΓW ). An important consequence of the
locality condition on the perturbation data is that each PΓ ∈ PΓ descends to a per-
turbation datum PΓW ∈ PΓW whose restriction to surface components Sv for v ∈W ′
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equals to the base almost complex structure J0.
7 Let
PΓW ,W ′ ⊂ PΓW
be the subset of perturbations that agree with the base almost complex structure
J0 over surface components corresponding to vertices in W
′. Then this forgetful
construction leads to a smooth map of Banach manifolds
(26) PΓ → PΓW ,W ′ .
Indeed this is essentially a surjective linear map, hence admits a smooth right inverse.
Definition 2.23. Let Γ be a stable domain type. A perturbation PΓ ∈ PΓ is
called regular if all uncrowded maps of type Γ with underlying domain type being
Γ are regular. The perturbation PΓ is called strongly regular if for any subset W ⊂
Vertsphere(Γ) and for any uncrowded map type ΓW whose homology classes on surface
components corresponding to vertices in W ′ are zero, every map of type ΓW is
regular.
The main result of this section is the regularity of moduli spaces for uncrowded
map types and the selection of a coherent collection of perturbation data.
Theorem 2.24. There exist a coherent collection of perturbation data P = (PΓ)
whose members are all strongly regular.
Proof. The proof is an induction on the possible types according to the partial order
introduced above. First we introduce an equivalence relation among stable domain
types. We denote Γ ∼ Π if roughly they have isomorphic base. More precisely, this
is the equivalence relation by the relation
Π  Γ and ρ|Π : Π→ Γ is an isomorphism.
Let [Γ] denote the equivalence class of Γ. The partial order relation among domain
types descends to an equivalence relation among their equivalence classes.
The inductive step is the following. Fix an equivalence class [Γ]. Suppose we have
chosen strongly regular perturbation data PΠ for all stable domain types Π with
[Π] ≺ [Γ] as well as domain types with strictly fewer boundary inputs or the same
number of boundary inputs but strictly fewer interior inputs, such that the chosen
collection is coherent in the sense of Definition 2.20. For each Γ in this class [Γ],
there is a closed Banach submanifold
P∗Γ ⊂ PΓ
consisting of perturbation data whose values over all lower strata UΠ with Π ≺ Γ
and [Π] ≺ [Γ] agree with the prechosen on PΠ.
We prove the following sublemma.
Sublemma. There is a comeager subset P∗,regΓ ⊂ P∗Γ whose elements are regular.
7The descent PΓW may not agree with a member of any prechosen coherent collection of pertur-
bation data.
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Proof of the sublemma. Let MiΓ be a subset of MΓ over which the universal curve
UΓ is trivial, and U iΓ the restriction of UΓ to MiΓ. For each uncrowded map type Γ
with underlying domain type Γ, consider the universal moduli space
Mi,univΓ (P∗Γ) = {([u : C → X], PΓ)|PΓ ∈ P∗Γ, C ⊂ U iΓ, [u] ∈MΓ(PΓ)}.
of maps with domain in U iΓ together with a perturbation datum PΓ. By Sard-Smale
theorem this sublemma can be proved once we show the regularity of the local
universal moduli space. Suppose this is not the case, so that for some (u, PΓ) the
linearization of the defining equation of the universal moduli is not surjective. By
elliptic regularity , there exists a nonzero smooth section
η ∈ Ek,p(C,Γ)
which is in the L2-orthogonal complement of the image of the linearization. We will
derive a contradiction by showing that each component of η vanishes identically on
that component.
First, consider a nonconstant sphere component uv : Sv → X. Since the support
of the perturbation JΓ,v has nonzero intersection with Sv, the restriction ηv
of η to Sv must vanish over a nonempty open set of Sv. The unique continuation
principle for first order elliptic equation implies that ηv vanishes identically. Second,
for any disk component uv : Sv → X, since the domain is stable, the support of
the Hamiltonian perturbation HΓ,v is nonempty. If dHvuv is not identically zero,
then it is nonzero over an open and dense set. Since η must be orthogonal to the
images of deformations of JΓ,v under the linearized operator, ηv ≡ 0 (notice that
this component is not contained in D(L)). If dHvuv ≡ 0, then by the property of
the space of Hamiltonian perturbations Hamλ(X,U(D)) in Remark 2.14, the image
of the support of the Hamiltonian perturbation has no intersection with U(D), on
which the Hamiltonian vanishes. Hence using the Hamiltonian perturbation one
can also show ηv is identically on this component. Third, for an edge Te with
positive or infinite length, if the gradient segment ue : Te → Le is mapped into
a positive dimensional target Le, then since the support of the perturbation Fe is
nonempty, it also follows that the restriction ηe to Te vanishes identically. If Le is
zero-dimensional, then by definition ηe ≡ 0.
It remains to consider the linearization over a constant sphere component uv :
P1 → X mapped to a point xv ∈ X where deformations of JΓ are in the kernel of
the linearization. For any domain-dependent almost complex structure, the linear
map
∂Jv : Ω
0(P1, TxvX)→ Ω0,1(P1, TxvX)
is surjective with kernel being the finite dimensional subspace of constant vector
fields. However, there might be constraints coming from special points on this com-
ponent. For this we use the uncrowdedness condition. Consider a maximal ghost
sphere tree W ⊂ Vertsphere(Γ). There is at most one special point on W which is
constrained by (D(L),m); this puts a two-dimensional constraint on the constant
vector field. For any other interior marking e, one can use the deformation of the dif-
feomorphism EΓ,e to free the constraints at that marking. For any node connecting
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W to a nonconstant component, the constraints can be freed by using deformations
on the adjacent nonconstant component. Then η vanishes on components in W .
End of the proof of the sublemma.
Next we would like to find a comeager subset P∗,s.regΓ of strongly regular pertur-
bations . Indeed, for any subset W ⊂ Vertsphere(Γ), consider the domain type ΓW
with a descent subset W ′ ⊂ Vertsphere(ΓW ). Notice that ΓW and Γ has isomorphic
base. Hence the prechosen perturbations provides a subset P∗ΓW ,W ′ ⊂ PΓW ,W ′ con-
sisting perturbations whose values are fixed precisely over strata Π′ with [Π′] ≺ [ΓW ].
Moreover, the forgetful map (26) restricts to a forgetful map
piW : P∗Γ → P∗ΓW ,W ′
which has a right inverse given by pullback . By the same argument as the proof of
the above sublemma, there is a comeager subset P∗,regΓW ,W ′ consisting of perturbations
PΓW that regularize moduli spacesMΓW (PΓW ) for map types ΓW that are ghost on
surface components corresponding to vertices in W ′. Then define
P∗,s.regΓ :=
⋂
W⊂Vertsphere(Γ)
pi−1W (P∗,regΓW ,W ′).
This is still a comeager subset and all its elements are strongly regular.
Lastly we choose PΓ extending the prechosen perturbations on lower-dimensional
strata. We define smaller comeager subsets P∗∗Γ inductively as follows. If Γ is a
smallest element of the equivalence class [Γ], then define P∗∗Γ := P∗,s.regΓ . Suppose
for a general Γ in [Γ] one has defined P∗∗Γ′ for all Γ′ ≺ Γ with [Γ′] = [Γ]. Then define
P∗∗Γ := P∗,s.regΓ ∩
⋂
Γ′≺Γ
[Γ′]=[Γ]
pi−1Γ,Γ′(P∗∗Γ′ ).
Here piΓ,Γ′ : PΓ → PΓ′ is the map defined by restricting to boundary strata. Then we
have defined P∗∗Γ for all Γ in this equivalence class. Notice that [Γ] has a unique max-
imal element Γmax. Choose an arbitrary perturbation PΓmax ∈ P∗∗Γmax . By boundary
restriction this choice induces PΓ for all Γ in this equivalence class. By construction,
all these PΓ extend the existing perturbations on lower-dimensional strata. By
induction one obtains the claimed collection P . 
2.7. Essential moduli spaces. We consider moduli spaces of expected dimension
zero or one. Fix a coherent collection of perturbation data P = (PΓ) and abbreviate
all moduli spaces MΓ(PΓ) by MΓ.
Definition 2.25. (a) A map type Γ is called essential if it has no breaking, no
edges of length zero or infinity, no spherical components, if all interior con-
straints are either (D(L), 1) or ji(Zi), and for each disk vertex v ∈ Vertdisk(Γ),
the number of interior leaves labelled by (D(L), 1) is equal to kω(βv) where
k is the degree of the Donaldson hypersurface.
(b) Given asymptotic data x (as in Definition 2.17), let
M(x)0 resp. M(x)1
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be the union of moduli spaces MΓ for essential map types of expected di-
mension zero resp. one whose asymptotic data is x.
Remark 2.26. As in [WW] the determinant lines of the linearized operators become
equipped with orientations induced by relative spin structures. In particular, if all
strata of M(x)0 are regular then there is a map
 :M(x)0 → {±1}.
The following lemma classifies types of topological boundaries of one-dimensional
moduli spaces.
Lemma 2.27. Suppose P = (PΓ) is a coherent and regular collection of perturba-
tions. For an essential combinatorial type Γ of expected dimension zero, the moduli
space MΓ(PΓ) is compact. For a combinatorial type Γ of expected dimension one,
the boundary of the compactified one-dimensional cell moduli MΓ(PΓ) is the dis-
joint union of moduli spaces MΠ(PΠ) where Π is a combinatorial type related to Γ
by exactly one of the following operations.
(a) Collapsing an edge e ∈ Edge(Π) of length zero.
(b) Setting a finite edge e ∈ Edge(Π) to have length `(e) zero or infinity.
(c) In the case when the output edge e0 ∈ Edge(Γ) is not weighted, setting weight
ρ(e) of exactly one weighted input e ∈ Edge(Γ) to be zero or one.
(d) In the case when the output e0 ∈ Edge(Γ) is weighted, the weight ρ(e) of
exactly one weighted input e ∈ Edge(Γ) becomes one.
Sketch of proof. It suffices to check sequential compactness. Let (Cν , uν , ∂uν) be a
sequence of treed holomorphic disks representing a sequence of points inMΓ. By the
general compactness result for treed holomorphic disks, there is a subsequence (still
indexed by ν) that converges to a limiting treed holomorphic disk (C∞, u∞, ∂u∞) of
certain map type Π. We first claim that the domain type Π is stable. Suppose on
the contrary it is not the case. Then there is either an unstable disk component u∞ :
D→ X or an unstable sphere component u∞ : P1 → X. By the stability condition,
they must be nonconstant maps. Moreover, they must be pseudoholomorphic with
respect to a constant tamed almost complex structure J on X. By the definition of
perturbation data, one has
J ∈ J E(Γ)tame (X,ω).
Since the convergence preserves the total energy, the disk or the sphere has energy
at most E(Γ), hence the J-holomorphic sphere u∞ : P1 → X is not contained
in D(L) and must intersect D(L) at at least three points. Then the convergence
implies that for ν sufficiently large, uv intersects with D(L) at at least three nearby
points. Since the type Γ is essential, all these intersection points are marked points
labelled by (D(L), 1). Then the convergence implies that the intersection points of
u∞ with D(L) must all be marked points, contradicting the assumption that the
domain of the sphere is unstable. Similarly, by the exactness of L in X \ D(L),
the disk u∞ : D → X must intersect D(L) at some point which must also be a
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marked point, contradicting the assumption in the same way. Therefore the domain
type Π is stable. Since Π  Γ, the perturbation datum PΓ induces by restriction a
perturbation datum PΠ. Moreover,
[C∞, u∞, ∂u∞] ∈MΠ(PΠ).
In particular, there is no nonconstant spheres contained in D(L).
Next we show that type of the limit constructed in the previous paragraph is un-
crowded. Suppose this is not the case, then let W ⊂ Vertsphere(Π) be the (nonempty)
set of ghost sphere components. By the locality property, the perturbation data PΠ
descends to a perturbation PΠW which is equal to J0 over W
′. The limiting config-
uration [C∞, u∞, ∂u∞] then descends to an element
[C ′, u′, ∂u′] ∈MΠW (PΓW ).
Since PW is uncrowded, the above moduli space is regular and nonempty. However,
similar to the argument of [CM07], the reduction drops the expected dimension by
at least two. This contradiction shows that Π must be uncrowded.
Finally, we claim Π has no sphere components. This is because each sphere
component will drop the dimension of the domain moduli space by two and Γ has
no sphere components. It follows from the dimension formula for MΓ that when
dimMΓ = 0, Π must be identical to Γ and henceMΓ is compact. When dimMΓ =
1, the only possibly types of Π are described in the above list. 
Moreover, we distinguish the boundary strata as either true or fake boundary
components. The true boundaries are those corresponding to edge breaking and
weight changing to zero or one while the fake boundaries are those corresponding to
disk bubbling or edges shrinking to zero. For one-dimensional moduli strataM(x)1,
define
M(x)1 =
⋃
Γ
MΓ
to be the union of all compactified moduli space of expected dimension one while
identifying fake boundaries. Standard gluing constructions (gluing disks or gradient
lines) show that M(x)1 a topological 1-manifold with boundary and its cutoff at
any level (indexed by the number of interior markings) is compact. The boundaries
are strata corresponding to edge breaking and weight changing to zero or one.
2.8. Disks bounding the exceptional branes. In this section, we describe per-
turbation data on a blow-up that is standard near the exceptional divisor. We
make explicit computations involving holomorphic disks whose boundary maps to
exceptional branes – these are certain Lagrangian tori in the neighborhood of the
exceptional divisor. The perturbation data we consider are multivalued – this is
necessary to achieve some symmetry properties of the composition maps.
We recall some geometric details about the neighborhood of the exceptional divi-
sor needed for the construction of our perturbation data. Let p ∈ X be the blowup
point. Recall that the bulk deformation, the collection of Lagrangian branes, and
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the Donaldson hypersurface are all disjoint from p, hence disjoint from a Darboux
chart U 3 p. Let U˜ ⊂ X˜ be the preimage of U under the projection X˜ → X. Fix
the Darboux coordinate in U . Let JU˜ be the integrable almost complex structure
on U˜ which is the pullback from the standard complex structure with respect to
the Darboux coordinates in U . The exceptional branes in E are all supported on an
embedded Lagrangian L˜ ⊂ U˜ .
First we describe the local model as a symplectic quotient. Let X˜ = Bl0(Cn) be
the blowup of X = Cn at 0. Let
φ : L ∼= (S1)n → X, z 7→ zx
be a Lagrangian torus orbit of some x ∈ X˜. We realize X˜ as the symplectic quotient
of Xˆ = X × C ∼= Cn+1 by the diagonal action of C× with at moment value . The
Lagrangian L lifts to a Lagrangian Lˆ ∼= (S1)n+1 in Xˆ given by
Lˆ =
{
(z1, . . . , zn)
∣∣∣ |zi|2 = i
pi
, i = 1, . . . , n+ 1
}
⊂ Xˆ
for some 1, . . . , n+1 ∈ R>0.
Definition 2.28. A Blaschke product of degree (d1, . . . , dk) is a map from the disk
D to Xˆ prescribed by coefficients
|ζi| = 1, ai,j ∈ C, |ai,j | < 1, i ≤ n+ 1, j ≤ di :
(27) u : D→ Cn+1, z 7→
ζi di∏
j=1
z − ai,j
1− zai,j

i=1,...,n+1
.
We include the following proposition from Cho-Oh [CO06] for completeness:
Lemma 2.29. The index of any Blaschke product u : D→ Cn+1 given by (27) is
I(u) =
n+1∑
i=1
2di.
If Lˆ =
{ |zi|2
2 =
i
2pi
}
is the lift of L and u takes bound in L then the area of u is
A(u) =
n+1∑
i=1
dii.
In particular, if i =  for all i, j then L is monotone.
Proof. As in Cho-Oh [CO06], the products (27) are a complete description of holo-
morphic disks with boundary in Lˆ. Since the image of u˜(z) is disjoint from the
semistable locus, the Blaschke products descend to disks u : (D, ∂D)→ (X,L). We
compute their Maslov index using the splitting
(u˜∗TV, u˜∗TVR) ∼= (u∗TX(∂u)∗TL)⊕ (gC, g)
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where gC, g denotes the trivial bundle and real boundary condition with fiber gC
resp. g the Lie algebras of the complex resp. real torus acting on X. We write
I(E,F ) ∈ Z
for the Maslov index of a pair (E,F ) consisting of a complex vector bundle E on
the disk D and a totally real sub-bundle F over the boundary ∂D. Since the Maslov
index of bundle pairs is additive,
I(u˜∗TV, (∂u˜)∗TVR) = I(u∗TX, (∂u)∗TL) + I(u∗gC, (∂u)∗g).
The second factor has Maslov index I(u∗gC, (∂u)∗g) = 0, as a trivial bundle. So the
Maslov index of the disk u is given by
I(u) = I(u∗TX, (∂u)∗TL) =
n+1∑
i=1
2di = 2#u
−1
(
k∑
i=1
[Di]
)
;
that is, I(u) is twice the sum of the intersection number with the anticanonical
divisor
[K−1] =
k∑
i=1
[Di] ∈ H2(X,Z)
which is the disjoint union of the prime invariant divisors
Di = [zi = 0] ⊂ Cn+1//C, i = 1, . . . , k.
In particular the disks of index two are those maps ui : D→ X with lifts of the form
uˆi : D→ Xˆ, z 7→ (b1, . . . , bi−1, biz, bi+1, . . . , bn+1).
The area of each such disk is
A(ui) = A(uˆi) = 
since ∫
uˆ∗i ωˆ =
∫ r2/2=/2pi
r2/2=0
rdrdθ = .
The homology class of higher index Maslov disks u : C → X, I(u) > 2 is a weighted
sum
[u] =
∑
di[ui]
of homology classes of primitive disks ui, i = 1, . . . , n+ 1. So the area A(u) ∈ R of
such a disk u is the weighted sum
A(u) =
∑
diA(ui)
of the areas A(ui) of disks uj of index I(uj) = 2. 
Corollary 2.30. (a) (U˜ , L˜, ω˜|U˜ ) is monotone with minimal Maslov index two.
(b) The moduli space of J˜0-holomorphic disksMd,1(U˜ , L˜, J˜0) in U˜ with boundary
in L˜, with one boundary marking and d interior markings mapped to the
exceptional divisor Y˜ is regular and the evaluation map ev :Md,1(U˜ , L˜, J˜0)→
L˜ is a submersion.
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(c) All nonconstant J˜0-holomorphic spheres in U˜ have positive Chern numbers
and are contained in the exceptional divisor Y˜ . Moreover, the moduli space of
these spheres with one marking is regular (as maps into Y˜ ) and the evaluation
map at the marking is a submersion onto Y˜ .
Proof. The first two items follow from Lemma 2.29. For the third, note that any
holomorphic sphere u : P1 → U˜ defines a holomorphic sphere in Y˜ by projection,
necessarily of degree d, together with a section of the pull-back of the normal bundle,
necessarily a line bundle of degree −d. Since such bundles have no sections, u has
image in the exceptional divisor. The claim follows from homogeneity of Y˜ , and the
fact that the Chern number of any degree d map to Y˜ is d(n− 1). 
To regularize the moduli spaces we take a transform of a Donaldson hypersurface
under the blowup. Given a Donaldson hypersurface D ⊂ X disjoint from p that is a
stabilizer in the sense of Lemma 2.11 for J-holomorphic spheres and disks we obtain
a hypersurface D˜(L) ⊂ X˜ by
D˜(L) = pi−1(D).
Remark 2.31. The submanifold D˜(L) represents the cohomology class that is a multi-
ple of pi∗[ω] rather than [ω˜]. So D˜(L) is not a Donaldson hypersurface. Nevertheless,
if J˜ is a tamed almost complex structure on X˜ for which the projection pi : X˜ → X
is (J˜ , J)-holomorphic then any J˜-holomorphic sphere or disk in X˜ not contained
in E projects to a non-trivial sphere or disk in X, while spheres in E are positive
index, so D˜(L) is a disk and sphere-stabilizer in the sense of Lemma 2.11.
To regularize the moduli spaces of treed maps which have spherical components
mapped to the exceptional divisor one has to use a different notion of regularity,
as the normal direction to the exceptional divisor may bring in obstructions in the
usual sense. Let Γ be a domain type, u : C → X˜ be a treed holomorphic disk of
type Γ. Consider maximal spherical subtrees of Γ whose energy is positive and whose
images are contained in the exceptional divisor Y˜ (such a subtree may have ghost
components). Let R be the union of these subtrees.8 Such a map is said to be of
type (Γ, R). In order to obtain compactness, we require that JΓ takes values in the
open subset of almost complex structures J such that there is no non-constant J-
holomorphic sphere u contained in D˜(L) such that the energy of pi◦u is at most E(Γ)
from (20). In order to obtain a compactness result, the notion of strong regularity
of Definition 2.23 needs the following modification.
Definition 2.32. A perturbation PΓ = (JΓ, HΓ, FΓ, EΓ) is called exceptionally reg-
ular if the following conditions are satisfied. For each subset R ⊂ Vertsphere(Γ), an
uncrowded treed holomorphic disk u : C → X˜ of type (Γ, R) is regular as a map of
type (Γ, R). Namely, we treat components in R as maps to Y˜ but not to X˜.
8A ghost spherical tree mapped into Y˜ with all neighboring components not mapped into Y˜ is
not contained in R.
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Remark 2.33. The exceptional regularity implies regularity for the following maps
obtained by the forgetful construction. Let u : C → X˜ be a treed holomorphic
disk of type (Γ, R). Let C ′ be the (possibly disconnected) treed disk obtained by
removing all spherical components labelled by vertices in R, and u′ : C ′ → X˜ the
induced map which has no nonconstant sphere components mapped into D˜. Let Γ′
be the domain type (possibly disconnected) corresponding to C ′. Notice that C ′
has new markings corresponding to nodes connecting R and its complement. (See
Figure 7.) By the locality property of the perturbation data (see Definition 2.12), PΓ
induces a perturbation PΓ′ and u
′ is PΓ′-holomorphic. Since nonconstant spheres in
Y˜ ∼= CPn−1 ⊂ O(−1) have obstructions to be deformed out of Y˜ , the transversality
at nodes connecting components in R and not in R implies the evaluation map at the
new markings from the moduli space of PΓ′-holomorphic treed disks is transversal
to (Y˜ )l at the point represented by u′.
z4z3
z2
z1
Figure 7. Forgetting sphere components mapped to the excep-
tional divisor. The gray spheres are (possibly constant) holomorphic
spheres in the exceptional divisor. The markings supposed to be
mapped to the Donaldson hypersurfaces are not drawn. The excep-
tional regularity requires regularity of the configuration on the right
and the transversality to the exceptional divisor at the markings
z1, z2, z3, z4.
One can first construct perturbations needed for the Fukaya algebra of the excep-
tional torus. The construction can be done without referring to other Lagrangians
away from the exceptional divisor and be continued with induction. The construc-
tion of Fuk(L˜) has been done in [CW].
Proposition 2.34. One can choose collection of exceptionally regular perturbations
P for the exceptional torus L˜ such that for all stable type Γ, JΓ is equal to J˜0 inside
U˜ and HΓ = 0 inside U˜ .
Proof. We need to show that the argument using the Sard–Smale theorem in the
proof of Theorem 2.24 still works if JΓ = J˜0 within U˜ . Indeed, for a disk vertex v ∈
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Vert(Γ), if uv : Sv → X˜ is contained in U˜0, then the regularity holds automatically; if
uv : Sv → X˜ is not contained in U˜0, then the universal linearization is still surjective
if one includes variations of the almost complex structure or the Hamiltonian. It is
a similar situation for spheres. 
Proposition 2.35. There exists 0 such that for all  ∈ (0, 0] ∩ Q, all smooth
domain dependent almost complex structure J : D → Jtame(X˜, ω˜) with J |U˜ = J˜0,
all J-holomorphic disk u : D → X˜ bounding L˜ with energy at most  are contained
in U˜ , and hence are the standard Blaschke product of Maslov index two.
Proof. This is a consequence of the monotonicity property of pseudoholomorphic
curves. Suppose the statement is not the case, then for all  there is a certain domain-
dependent almost complex structure J and a holomorphic map u : D → X˜ with
area at most  but not contained in the neighborhood U˜ . Let U˜ ′′′ ⊂ U˜ ′′ ⊂ U˜ ′ ⊂ U˜ be
smaller neighborhoods of the exceptional divisor. Then u(∂D) ⊂ U˜ ′′′. Let S ⊂ U˜ be
the closure of u(D)∩ (U˜ ′ \ U˜ ′′), which is a compact minimal surface with boundary.
Notice that the geometry between U˜ ′′′ and U˜ is independent of . Then by the
monotonicity property of minimal surfaces (see [Law74, 3.15]) there is a constant
δ0 > 0 which is independent of  such that for all non-constant compact minimal
surface Σ with nonempty boundary in the interior of U˜ \ U˜ ′′′ and δ < δ0 there holds
x ∈ Σ, ∂Σ ∩B(x, δ) = ∅ =⇒ Area(Σ) ≥ cδ2.
Applying the monotonicity property to S one sees that the holomorphic map u has
an area lower bound which is independent of , a contradiction. 
Next we introduce multivalued perturbations that are needed to establish a weak
version of the divisor equation for the Fukaya algebra of the exceptional torus. Given
a stable domain type Γ, a multivalued perturbation is a formal linear combination of
perturbations
(28) PΓ = p1PΓ1 + . . .+ pkPΓk
for real numbers p1, . . . , pk ≥ 0. We can still define restrictions of PΓ onto particular
components or particular lower strata in the obvious way. So we can have the notion
of coherent collection of multivalued perturbation data for all stable domain types.
Given a multivalued perturbation PΓ we write
M(x;PΓ)d =
k⋃
i=1
MΓ(x;PΓi)d.
If regular, we consider it as weighted manifold with weights given by the coeffi-
cients p1, . . . , pk. We call eachMΓ(x;PΓi)d a branch ofMΓ(x;PΓ)d. A multivalued
perturbation is (strongly) regular if its all branches are (strongly) regular.
Remark 2.36. In this paper, we will only consider multivalued perturbations PΓ =
(JΓ, HΓ, FΓ, EΓ) such that JΓ, HΓ, and EΓ are all single valued.
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Definition 2.37. A perturbation datum PΓ is semi-invariant if for any disk vertex
v ∈ Vert(Γ) with no interior leaves and exactly two incoming boundary leaves e′, e′′,
the perturbation PΓ is equal to the perturbation pulled back by the maps Te′ → Te′′
and vice versa.
Lemma 2.38. Suppose that the base almost complex structure J has the following
property: There exists E > 0 such that every non-constant holomorphic disk or
sphere uv : Sv → X of energy at most E is regular with Maslov index equal to two.
Then there exist multivalued coherent perturbations so that, in addition to the sphere-
free, local, and coherent conditions above, the perturbations are semi-invariant for
maps of energy at most E.
Proof. We choose perturbations first on the ”core” of the universal curve and extend
in a symmetric way. We may assume we have chosen perturbations PΓ0 for types Γ0
with no incoming edges so that the disks u0 contributing to m0,β are regular, and
with the additional property that the Morse function on the segments is unperturbed.
Indeed, the condition on the index of spheres and disks implies that the only non-
empty moduli spaces are those counting treed disks of index two, and the stability
condition implies that at most one disk (constant or non-constant) appears in each
configuration.
Given a treed disk C with d( ) incoming leaves with type Γ, let C0 denote the
disk obtained by forgetting the incoming leaves and stabilizing with type Γ0. Thus
C is the union of a treed disk C0 with no incoming leaves and a collection of treed
disks C1, . . . , Ck with no interior leaves (since each disk in the configuration Ci, i > 0
must have zero energy.) Perturbations P preΓ for types Γ of disks with d inputs may
be chosen to agree with the perturbations PΓ0 on C0 and perturbing only the Morse
functions on the leaves. Indeed, if Ci has di incoming leaves then the configuration is
defined by di−1 matching conditions at the (constant) disks and an extra matching
condition at the output where it connects to C0; if the disk has v − 1 incoming
edges then a perturbation on v − 2 of the corresponding leaves is enough to make
the matching conditions transverse. By induction, all matching conditions are cut
out transversely.
We average over the perturbations on the incoming leaves to obtain a multivalued
perturbation that is semi-invariant: That is, let
PΓ = (d!)
−1∑
σ
σ∗PΓpre
where σ ∈ Σd ranges over permutations that exchange edges attached to the same
disk. 
Finally we show that a version of Gromov compactness holds for the perturbations
constructed as above, with complex structure standard in a neighborhood of the
exceptional locus.
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Proposition 2.39 (Improved compactness). For a coherent collection of exception-
ally regular perturbations, sequential compactness for moduli spaces of essential types
of index at most one (exactly the same statement as Theorem 2.27) holds.
Proof. We extend the proof of Theorem 2.27 to the case of sphere bubbling in the
exceptional divisor, which is ruled out by an index argument. Consider an essential
map type Γ with index at most one and consider a sequence of treed holomorphic
disks ui : Ci → X˜ representing a sequence of points in MΓ(PΓ). By the general
compactness result, a subsequence converges to a limiting treed holomorphic disk
u : C → X˜. First one can as in the proof of Theorem 2.27 (also the argument of
Cieliebak–Mohnke [CM07]) remove crowded ghost components, and so assume that
the map type of u is uncrowded. Second, if one can rule out the possibility of a
non-constant sphere mapped into the exceptional divisor, then the theorem follows
from the same argument of the proof of Theorem 2.27 as the exceptional regularity
agrees with the regularity.
Suppose on the contrary that there are non-constant spherical components of u
mapped into the exceptional divisor. We would like to derive a contradiction using
the two types of regularity conditions of Definition 2.32 and Remark 2.33. Let Π
be the domain type of u. Consider maximal sphere bubble trees in Π whose energy
is positive and whose images are mapped into Y˜ . Let R ⊂ Vertsphere(Π) be the
union of these bubble trees, and let Γ′ be the domain type obtained from Π by
forgetting R. Suppose R has m connected components R1, . . . , Rm with positive
degrees d1, . . . , dm. Suppose Γ
′ have k + 1 connected components S0, S1, . . . , Sk
where S0 has boundary and S1, . . . , Sk are spherical trees. Suppose the homology
class of Si is βi and Si has li new markings. Suppose the component S0 has map
type Γ0 and l0 new markings. Then there holds the equality
l := l0 + l1 + · · ·+ lk = k +m.
Furthermore, to simplify the computation of the indices, without loss of generality,
assume all the spherical trees Ri or Sj have single vertices and the disk components
have no bubbling of disks or breaking of edges, because otherwise the index will be
dropped even lower. Then the index of u as a (Π, R)-type map (see Definition 2.32)
is (here 2n is the dimension of X and d = d1 + · · ·+dm is the total degree of spheres
in the exceptional divisor)
k∑
i=1
2n+m(βi) + 2li − 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
index of Si
+ ind(Γ0) + 2l0︸ ︷︷ ︸
index of S0
+ (2n− 2)m+ 2nd+ 2l − 6m︸ ︷︷ ︸
index of R
− 2nl︸︷︷︸
matching condition
= (2n− 6)k − (2n− 4)l + (2n− 8)m+ ind(Γ) + 2d
= 2d− 2k − 4m+ ind(Γ) ≥ 0
Hence
(29) d ≥ k + 2m.
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On the other hand, consider the induced object of type Γ′. The index is
k∑
i=1
2n+m(βi) + 2li − 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
index of Si
+ ind(Γ0) + 2l0︸ ︷︷ ︸
index of S0
− 2l︸︷︷︸
constraints at new markings
= (2n− 6)k + ind(Γ)− 2(n− 1)d ≥ 0.
Hence
d ≤ k − 2k
n− 1 .
This contradicts (29). Hence in the limit there cannot be any non-constant spherical
components mapped into the exceptional divisor. 
3. Bulk-deformed Fukaya categories
In this section we introduce bulk-deformed Fukaya categories associated to a given
strongly rational finite collection of Lagrangian immersions. Given the regularization
of the moduli spaces in the previous section, the material in this section is fairly
straightforward adaption of that in Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [FOOO09] and Akaho-
Joyce [AJ10].
3.1. Composition maps. In this section we apply the transversality results of
the previous section to construct immersed Floer theory. In the Morse model the
generators of the immersed Floer cochains are critical points of a Morse function
on the Lagrangian together with ordered self-intersection points of the immersion.
Recall for each pair (φ−, φ+) ∈ L2 there is a smooth manifold (of varying dimensions)
Lφ−,φ+ := (φ− × φ+)−1(∆).
We have chosen a Morse function
F :
⊔
(φ−,φ+)∈L2
Lφ−,φ+ → R.
For each pair (φ−, φ+), expand the set of critical points as
I(φ−, φ+) :=
{
critFφ−,φ+ , φ− 6= φ+,
critFφ−,φ+ ∪ Ihu(φ), φ− = φ+ = φ
where
(30) Ihu(φ) :=
⊔
c∈pi0(Lφ)
{1φ,c, 1φ,c}
The degrees of the extra generators are assigned as
|1φ,c| = −1, |1φ,c| = 0.
In order to obtain graded Floer cohomology groups a grading on the set of gener-
ators is defined as follows. Let N ∈ Z be an even integer and LagN (X) → Lag(X)
an N -fold Maslov cover of the bundle of Lagrangian subspaces as in Seidel [Sei00];
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we always assume that the induced 2-fold cover Lag2(X) → Lag(X) is the bundle
of oriented Lagrangian subspaces. A grading of φ : L→ X is a lift
φN : L→ LagN (X)
of the natural map
L→ Lag(X), x 7→ Im(Dxφ).
Given such a grading, there is a natural ZN -valued map
I(φ−, φ+)→ ZN , x 7→ |x|
obtained by assigning to any critical point the index mod N of the path from
φN− (Tx−(L−)) to φN+ (Tx+(L+)). Denote by Ik(φ) the subset of x ∈ I(φ) with |x| = k.
We suppose that each brane φ : L→ X is equipped with a flat Λ×-line bundle, and
denote for any holomorphic treed disk u : C → X with boundary in φ(L) the ho-
lonomy of the local systems around the boundary of the disks components in C by
y(u) ∈ Λ×.
The moduli space of holomorphic disks is non-compact, and to remedy this the
structure maps of the Fukaya algebra are defined over Novikov rings in a formal
variable. The Floer cochain space is the free module over generators given by Morse
critical points, self-intersection points, and the two additional generators from (30)
necessary to achieve strict units. Let
CF •(φ−, φ+) =
⊕
x∈I(φ−,φ+)
Λx.
The space of Floer cochains is naturally ZN -graded by
CF •(φ−, φ+) =
⊕
k∈ZN
CF k(φ−, φ+), CF k(φ−, φ+) =
⊕
x∈Ik(φ−,φ+)
Λx.
Put
1φ :=
∑
c∈pi0(Lφ,φ)
1φ,c ∈ CF (φ−, φ+).
The q-valuation on Λ extends naturally to CF (φ−, φ+):
valq : CF (φ−, φ+)− {0} → R,
∑
x∈I(φ−,φ+)
c(x)x 7→ min(valq(c(x))).
Definition 3.1. Fix a coherent collection of strongly regular perturbation data
P = (PΓ)Γ
(whose existence is provided by Theorem 2.24). Define higher composition maps
md : CF (φ0, φ1)⊗ . . .⊗ CF (φd−1, φd)→ CF (φ0, φd)[2− d]
on generators by the weighted count of treed disks
md(x1, . . . , xd) =
∑
x0,u∈M(x)0
(−1)♥w(u)x0
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where the weightings
(31) w(u) := c(u, b)p(u)y(u)qA(u)o(u)d(u)−1
are defined as follows:
• the denominator
(32) d(u) =
∏

d( , )!
is the product of factorials corresponding to the number of reorderings of
d( , ) interior leaves e ∈ Edge (Γ) labelled with the deformation (e) = ;
• the coefficient c(u, b) is a product of coefficients ci of the bulk deformation
as defined in (9), with product taken over interior leaves mapping to b,
• the coefficient p(u) is the coefficient pi of the multivalued perturbation PΓ of
(28) evaluated at the branch containing u, and
• the exponent A(u) is the symplectic area of the map u.
• the sign o(u) arises from the choice of coherent orientations and the overall
sign ♥ is given by
(33) ♥ =
d∑
i=1
i|xi|.
Theorem 3.2. For any strongly regular coherent perturbation system P = (PΓ) the
maps (md)d≥0 satisfy the axioms of a (possibly curved) A∞ category Fuk∼L(X, b) with
strict units 1φ ∈ CF (φ, φ; b).
Proof. We must show that the composition maps md, d ≥ 0 satisfy the A∞ -
associativity equations (7). Up to sign the relation (7) follows from the description
of the boundary in Lemma 2.27 of the one-dimensional components, while the sign
computation in [CW] is independent of whether the Lagrangian is immersed or em-
bedded. The strict unit axiom follows in the same way as in [CW], by noting that
by definition for any edge e ∈ Edge (Γ) the perturbation data is pulled back under
the morphism of universal moduli spaces forgetting e and stabilizing (whenever such
a map exists). 
Remark 3.3. The A∞ homotopy type of Fuk∼L(X, b) (as a curved A∞ algebra with
curvature with positive q-valuation over the Novikov ring Λ≥0) should be indepen-
dent of the choice of almost complex structures, perturbations, stabilizing divisors,
and depend only on the isotopy class of bulk deformation. Let JΓ,t be an isotopy of
almost complex structures, Dt(φ) an isotopy of Donaldson hypersurfaces, and let bt
be an isotopy of pseudocycles b0 to b1. Requiring that the markings map to bt, the
nodal disks are JΓ,t holomorphic and adapted to Dt(φ) on components at distance
1/(1−t)−1/t produces a moduli space M˜(φ,D) with a one-dimensional components
whose ends includeM(φ,D0, b0) andM(φ,D1, b1) and also configurations in which
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a boundary edge has achieved infinite length `(e). The operator defined by
φd(x1, . . . , xd) =
∑
x0,u∈M˜Γ(φ,D,x)0
(−1)♥w(u)x0
with weightings from (31) is then a homotopy equivalence between Fuk∼L(X, b0)
and Fuk∼L(X, b1). We leave for future work (by ourselves or others) the question
of invariance under Hamiltonian isotopy and the relation to the Fukaya categories
defined by other regularization schemes, and dependence only on the cobordism class
of pseudocycle b, and so the homology class [b].
Remark 3.4 (Floer cohomology). The Floer cohomology is defined for projective
solutions to the Maurer-Cartan equation. The element
m0(1) ∈ CF (φ, φ)
is the curvature of the Fukaya algebra CF (φ, φ) and has positive q-valuation
valq(m0(1)) ∈ R>0.
The Fukaya algebra CF (φ, φ) is flat if m0(1) vanishes and projectively flat if m0(1)
is a multiple of the identity 1φ. Consider the sub-space of CF (φ, φ) consisting of
elements with positive q-valuation with notation from (4):
CF (φ, φ)+ =
⊕
x∈I(φ,φ)
Λ>0x.
Define the Maurer-Cartan map
m : CF odd(φ, φ)+ → CF (φ, φ), b 7→ m0(1) +m1(b) +m2(b, b) + . . . .
Let MC(φ) denote the space of weak solutions to the Maurer-Cartan space
MC(φ) = {b ∈ CF odd(φ, φ) | µ(b) = W (b)1φ, W (b) ∈ Λ}.
The value W (b) of µ(b) for b ∈MC(φ) defines the disk potential
W : MC(φ)→ Λ.
For b ∈MC(φ) define HF •((φ, b), (φ, b)) as the homology of mb1 of (6).
We wish to choose perturbations so that the composition maps satisfy a version
of the divisor equation as in Cho-Oh [CO06, Section 6]. Let
x =
k∑
i=1
nixi ∈ CF (φ, φ), ni ∈ Q
be a Morse cycle (that is, m1(x)q=0 = 0) of classical degree 1 and [x] ∈ H1(L) its
homology class. For any homology class β ∈ H2(φ) denote by 〈[x], ∂β〉 ∈ Q the
pairing with the class ∂β ∈ H1(L) and md,β denote the contribution to md from
disks of class β. For x = (x1, . . . , xd) a collection of cocycles and (x1, . . . , xd) with
each xi appearing in xi with coefficient n(xi) write
n(x) = n(x1)n(x2) . . . n(xd)
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for the product of coefficients and
Md( )(φ,D, x)0 =
⋃
x
n(x)Md( )(φ,D, x)0
the weighted union over components of xi for each i = 0, . . . , d.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that the base almost complex structure J has the following
property: There exists E > 0 such that every non-constant holomorphic disk or
sphere uv : Sv → X of energy at most E is regular with index two. Then there exists
multivalued coherent perturbations so that, in addition to the sphere-free, local, and
coherent conditions above, for any cocycles x = (x1, . . . , xd) of degree one and cochain
x0 the union of forgetful maps on moduli spaces of energy at most E
(34) fd( ) :
⋃
σ∈Sd( )
M<Ed( )(φ,D, σ(x))0 →M<E0 (φ,D, x0)0
where σ(x) denotes the reordering of x, is a finite-to-one map with fiber over u0 ∈
M0(φ,D, x0)0 having signed order the intersection number
(35) #f−1d( )(u0) =
d( )∏
i=1
〈[∂u0], [xi]〉.
Proof. We choose the perturbations to be semi-invariant in the sense of Lemma 2.38.
Given a configuration u ∈ Md( )(φ,D, σ(x))0 in with e′, e′′ attached to a constant
disk, say with labels xi′ , xi′′ , we obtain a new configuration σ(u) ∈Md( )(φ,D, σ(x))0
with the labels xi′ , xi′′ reversed. In the case that xi′ , xi′′ are degree one, the defi-
nition of signs implies that the orientation of σ(u) is opposite that of u. Thus the
contributions of configurations u where some Ci has more than one incoming leaf
(or equivalently, has non-empty surface part Si ⊂ Ci) vanishes.
The configurations contribution to (35) are those where each incoming leaf in C
is attached to a disk or segment in C0. That is, C0 is obtained from C by forgetting
all incoming leaves, with no collapse of disk components. Since the number of
intersections of the boundary of each disk u0 of class β with xi is 〈xi, ∂β〉, for each
disk u0 contributing to m0,β(1) there are
∏d( )
i=1 〈[xi], ∂β〉 points in the fiber, with
order accounted for in the sum over orderings in (34). 
Corollary 3.6. If perturbations are chosen as in Lemma 3.5 then the following
(restricted) divisor equation holds for any cocycles x1, . . . , xd of degree one for any
homology class β with area ω(β) < E:
(36)
∑
σ∈Σd
md,β(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(d)) =
d∏
i=1
〈[xi], ∂β〉m0,β(1)
where the sum is over permutations σ ∈ Σd of {1, . . . , d}. In particular, for any
Morse cocycles x1, x2 of degree one and class β ∈ H2(φ) with ω(β) < E we have
m2,β(x1, x2) +m2,β(x2, x1) = 〈[x1], ∂β〉〈[x2], ∂β〉m0,β(1).
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3.2. Spectral decomposition. Given a curved A∞ category, flat A∞ categories
are obtained by restricting to particular values of the curvature.
Definition 3.7. For any w ∈ Λ let FukL(X, b, w) denote the category whose
(a) objects are pairs (φ, b) consisting of a Lagrangian brane (φ : L → X) ∈ L
and an element b ∈MC(φ) with W (b) = w,
(b) morphisms are Floer cochains, that is,
Hom((φ−, b−), (φ+, b+)) = CF (φ−, φ+).
(c) Higher composition maps for d ≥ 1 are deformed composition maps for bi ∈
MC(φi), i = 0, . . . , d,
md(x1, . . . , xd) =
∑
k0,...,kd≥0
md+k0+...+kd(b0, . . . , b0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k0
, x1, b1, . . . , b1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k1
, . . . , xd, bd, . . . , bd︸ ︷︷ ︸
kd
).
and the curvature maps m0(1) ∈ Hom(φ, φ) vanish.
Proposition 3.8. For any w ∈ Λ, the category Fuk∼L(X, b, w) is a flat A∞ category.
Proof. Flatness m0(1) = 0 holds by definition. The A∞ relation
(37) 0 =
∑
md(◦)−i+1(b0, . . . , b0︸ ︷︷ ︸
i0
, x1, b1, . . . , b1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i1
, . . . ,
mi(bj , . . . , bj︸ ︷︷ ︸
kj
, xj+1, . . . , xj+i, bj+i, . . . , bj+i︸ ︷︷ ︸
kj+1
), bj+i,
. . . , bj+i, xj+i+1, . . . , xd(◦), bd(◦), . . . , bd(◦)︸ ︷︷ ︸
id(◦)
)
follows from the A∞ relation for Fuk∼L(X, b), the strict identity relation, and the
inclusion ∑
i≥0
mi(bj , . . . , bj︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
) ∈ span(1φj ) ∀j = 0, . . . , d(◦).

Definition 3.9. Define a flat A∞ category
FukL(X, b) :=
⊔
w∈Λ
FukL(X, b;w)
whose set of objects is the disjoint union of all objects in the eigen-subcategories,
and the space of morphisms between objects in different eigen-subcategories is the
zero vector space.
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3.3. Hochschild (co)homology. Hochschild homology of a category is the homol-
ogy of a contraction operator on the space of all composable sequences of morphisms.
In the case of curved A∞ categories, there seems to be no good definition at the
moment, although we understand from Abouzaid that he and Varolgunes and Gro-
man are developing such a theory. For our purposes it suffices to use the Hochschild
theory for flat categories in combination with a spectral decomposition. We first
recall the definition from, for example, [Sei08a, Section 2].
Definition 3.10. Let F be a flat A∞ category.
(a) As in Seidel [Sei08a, Section 2] an A∞ bimodule M over (F ,F) consists of
(i) a map assigning to any pair of objects φ−, φ+ a vector spaceM(φ−, φ+)
and
(ii) multiplication maps for integers d+, d− ≥ 0 and objects φ0,±, . . . , φd±,± ∈
Ob(F)
(38) md−,d+ : Hom(φd−,−, φd−−1,−)⊗ · · · ⊗Hom(φ1,−, φ0,−)⊗M(φ0,−, φ0,+)⊗
Hom(φ0,+, φ1,+)⊗ · · · ⊗Hom(φd+−1,+, φd+,+)→M(φd−,+, φd+,+)
satisfying the A∞ bimodule axiom, see [Sei08a, Section 2].
(b) Given an A∞ bimodule M over (F ,F), the space of Hochschild chains with
values in M is the direct sum
(39) CC•(F ,M) =
⊕
φ0,...,φd∈Ob(F)
Hom(φ0, φ1)⊗Hom(φ1, φ2)⊗
. . .⊗Hom(φi−1, φi)⊗M(φi, φi+1)⊗Hom(φi+1, φi+2)⊗ . . .
⊗Hom(φd−1, φd)⊗Hom(φd, φ0).
(c) In particular F is itself a bimodule over (F ,F), called the diagonal bimodule.
The boundary operator in the case M = F is defined by summing over all
possible contractions,
(40) δ : a1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ad 7→
∑
i+j≤d
(−1)§ai ⊗ . . .⊗ ai+j ⊗md−j−1(ai+j+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ai−1)
+
∑
i+j≤d
(−1)zj1a1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ai−1 ⊗mj+1(ai ⊗ . . .⊗ aj+i)⊗ aj+i+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ad
where
§ = zi−11 · (1 +zdi ) +zd−1i + 1.
For F flat as above denote by
HH•(F ,F) = ker(δ)
im(δ)
the homology of δ.
(d) For a curved A∞ category F∼ let
F :=
⊔
w∈Λ
F∼w
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the flat A∞ category obtained via the spectral decomposition. Denote by
HH•(F∼,F∼) = HH•(F ,F)
the direct sum over possible values w of the potential of the Hochschild
homologies of the flat categories obtained by fixing the value of the curvature:
HH•(F∼,F∼) := HH•(F ,F) :=
⊕
w∈Λ
HH•(F∼w ,F∼w ).
The Hochschild cohomology is defined for a flat A∞ category as follows. A
Hochschild cochain τ on a A∞ category F valued in F is a collection
τ := (τψ,d)ψ∈Obj(F),d≥0
where τψ,d is a linear map
τψ,d :
⊕
φ1,...,φd
Hom(ψ, φ1)⊗ . . .⊗Hom(φd−1, φd)→ Hom(ψ, φd).
The space of Hochschild cochains valued in F , denoted by CC∗(F ,F) has the struc-
ture of an A∞ algebra by viewing Hochschild cochains as natural transformations
of the identity functor on F . We recall from [Sei08b, 1d] that the space of functors
between two A∞ categories F0, F1, denoted by
Func(F0,F1),
is itself an A∞ category, whose objects are functors, and morphisms are natural
transformations. In particular CC∗(F ,F) is a A∞ algebra whose composition maps
are
(41) (m1CC∗τ)
d(a1, . . . , ad) =
∑
i,j
(−1)†md−j+1F (a1, . . . , ai, τ e(ai+1,
. . . , ai+j), ai+j+1, . . . , ad)−
∑
i,j
(−1)♣τd−e+1(a1, . . . , ai,meF (ai+1, . . . , ai+j), ai+j+1, . . . , ad),
where
† = (|τ | − 1)(|a1|+ . . .+ |ai1+...+ik−1 | − i1 − . . .− ik−1), ♣ := i+
i∑
j=1
|aj |+ |τ | − 1,
and for e ≥ 2
(42) (meCC∗(τ1, . . . , τe))
d(a1, . . . , ad) :=
∑
i1,...,ie
j1,...,je
(−1)◦md−
∑
jk
F (a1, . . . , ai1 , τ
j1
1 (ai1+1,
. . . , ai1+j1), ai1+j1+1, . . . , aie , τ
je
e (. . . ), aie+je+1, . . . , ad),
where
◦ :=
e∑
j=1
ij∑
k=1
(|τj | − 1)(|ak| − 1).
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Assuming τψ,d = 0 (that is, τψ,d is itself flat) the boundary operator m
1
CC∗ squares
to zero, and we denote by HH•(F ,F) the Hochschild cohomology of F valued in
F .
The Hochschild cohomology is equipped with a natural identity. Suppose the A∞
category is strictly unital. Consider the cochain 1F ∈ CC0(F ,F) defined by
1F ,d(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xd) =
{
0, d > 0,
1ψ, d = 0.
Then mCC1 (1F ) = 0 and the cohomology class of 1F is the identity of the Hochschild
cohomology ring.
The Hochschild cohomology restricts to the cohomology of objects. Let ψ be an
object of the (flat) category F . Restricting cochains to Hom(ψ,ψ) induces a map
HH•(F ,F)→ H•(ψ).
3.4. The case of a blowup. We compute the Hochschild cohomology of excep-
tional Lagrangian branes in blowups, based on the identification of the Floer coho-
mology groups as Clifford algebras. The local computation relies on the classification
of disks in toric varieties with boundary on a toric moment fiber in Cho-Oh [CO06].
Let X˜ be the blowup of X at p and φ : L → X˜ the embedding of a toric moment
fiber in the local model in the previous paragraph. By the main result of [CW] the
curvature of the Fukaya algebra Fuk(φ) is given in terms of the local system
y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ R(φ) ∼= (Λ×)n
by
(43) m0(1) = q

(
y1 + . . .+ yn + y1y2 . . . yn + h.o.t.
)
1φ := Wφ(y1, . . . , yn)1φ
where h.o.t. denotes higher order terms measured by q-valuation. By [CW, Proposi-
tion 4.34], for each critical point of Wφ : R(φ)→ Λ≥0 there exists a Maurer-Cartan
element
b = b(y) ∈MC(φ) = MC(φ(y))
so that
HF ((φ, b, y), (φ, b, y)) ∼= H(L,Λ) 6= {0}.
Each local system
y(k) = (y(k),1, . . . , y(k),n) ∈ R(φ)
for which the Floer cohomology HF (φ, φ) is unobstructed and non-trivial is a solu-
tion to
dq(y(k),1 + . . .+ y(k),n + y(k),1y(k),2 . . . y(k),n) = 0.
We solve
y(k),i + y(k),1 . . . y(k),n = 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , n
Hence
y(k),1 = . . . = y(k),n, y
n−1
(k),1 = 1
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This implies
y(k),i ∈ {1,ℵ,ℵ2, . . . ,ℵn−2}
where ℵ is an n− 1-st root of unity:
ℵ = 1, exp(2pii/(n− 1)), . . . , exp((n− 2)2pii/(n− 1)).
Similar to the computation in Cho-Oh of the ring structure on toric moment fibers
[CO06] we have the following. Let
W0 : R(φ)→ Λ×, (y1, . . . , yn) 7→ y1 + . . .+ yn + qy1 . . . yn
be the leading order part of the disk potential W = W (b(y), y) in [CW, Section 4],
defined by counting disks of smallest possible non-zero energy bounding φ. Denote
by φ(k) the immersion φ equipped with the local system y(k) and weakly bounding
cochain b(k).
Proposition 3.11. Each HF •(φ(k), φ(k)) is isomorphic to a Clifford algebra corre-
sponding to a non-degenerate quadratic form whose leading order is the Hessian
∂2W : H1(L,Λ)×H1(L,Λ)→ Λ.
Proof. Let φ be one of the branes φ(k). Let E > 0 be a constant greater than the
area A(u) of the smallest-area non-constant holomorphic disks but smaller than the
area of any other tree disk of area greater than A(u). By the main result of [CW]
the curvature m0(1) of the Fukaya algebra has leading order terms
m0(1)
<E =
∑
u∈Md(◦),d( )(φ,D,x0)0
A(u)=
(−1)♥w(u)x0
with weightings from (31). Consider m0(1) a function of
y ∈ R(φ) ∼= Hom(H1(L),Λ×)
and write
y = exp(x), x ∈ H1(L,Λ).
The holomorphic disks u : D → X of lowest non-zero area A(u) > 0 are given
by Blaschke products (27) and by transversality persist under perturbation. Let
x1, x2 ∈ I(φ) represent codimension one cycles Wx1 ∼= (S1)n−1,Wx2 ∼= (S1)n−1 in
L. In the neck-stretching limit for the blow-up constructed in [CW], all of the non-
constant holomorphic disks and spheres in a small neighborhood of the exceptional
locus have positive index. By (36), we may assume that the perturbations are chosen
so that (c.f. Cho-Oh [CO06, Section 5]) for  small the terms m<E2 ,m
<E
0 counting
treed disks of energy less than E are related by
m<E2 (x1, x2) +m
<E
2 (x2, x1) =
∑
β∈H2(φ)
(x1.∂β)(x2.∂β)m
<E
0,β (1)
= ∂x1∂x2m
<E
0 (1).
Here we are viewing m0(1) as a function of the local system y and taking the second
derivative with respect to y. By the computation of the potential m0(1) in (43)
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m<E0 (1) has a non-degenerate critical point at each y(k). It follows that HF
•(φ, φ)
is a deformation of the Clifford algebra of a non-degenerate quadratic form, and
since such Clifford algebras are rigid (by Corollary 3.12, HH2 vanishes and so there
are no deformations) HF •(φ, φ) is itself a Clifford algebra. 
Corollary 3.12. The Hochschild (co)homology
HH•(φ(k), φ(k)) ∼= HHdim(X)−•(φ(k), φ(k))
of each brane φ(k) is one-dimensional and generated by a top-degree class in HF (φ(k), φ(k)).
Proof. By Proposition 3.11HF (φ(k), φ(k)) is a Clifford algebra. The graded Hochschild
homology of Clifford algebras is computed in Kassel [Kas86, Proposition 1]. The
graded Hochschild homology HH•(A) of a Clifford algebra A ∼= kn over a field
k is one-dimensional and generated by the class in HH0(A) corresponding to the
class in A corresponding to the product of generators e1 . . . en. To relate this to
the Hochschild homology of the A∞ category, note that the spectral sequence for
the length filtration on the space of Hochschild chains CC•(CF (φ(k), φ(k))) has E1
term the Hochschild complex of the algebra HF (φ(k), φ(k)). Since Clifford alge-
bras have no deformations, being semisimple, we may ignore contributions to the
chain complex from higher A∞ products, see [ST01, Proposition 4.7]. Hence the
spectral sequence collapses at the E2 page, which is the Hochschild homology of
HF (φ(k), φ(k)), see [GJ90, Proof of 5.3]. 
4. Open-closed and closed-open maps
In this section we define open-closed maps from Hochschild homology to quantum
cohomology and closed-open maps from quantum cohomology to the Hochschild
cohomology as in, for example, Abouzaid [Abo10], Ganatra [Gan12], [Gan], and
Ritter-Smith [RS17].
4.1. Quantum cohomology. To incorporate the construction of the quantum co-
homology with the Fukaya category, we extend the terminology of trees and treed
disks used in previous discussions.
Definition 4.1. (a) A domain type of treed spheres consists of a rooted tree Γ
with empty base and a decomposition
Leaf(Γ) = Leaf long(Γ) unionsq Leafshort(Γ)
of the set of leaves into subsets of long and short leaves (which eventually
will correspond to leaves that map to gradient trajectories in X, or leaves
that map to the stabilizing divisor or bulk deformation.) A domain type of
treed spheres is stable if the valence of each vertex is at least three.9
9To define the quantum multiplication we do not need to allow finite edges to acquire length.
However to prove the associativity of the quantum multiplication finite edges with positive lengths
are necessary.
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(b) A treed sphere C = S ∪ T of Γ is obtained from a nodal sphere whose
combinatorial type is described by Γ by attaching an interval (−∞, 0] for
each long leaf and an interval [0,+∞) for the output. The surface part S is
the union of spherical components labelled by vertices v ∈ Vert(Γ) while the
tree part T is the union of these semi-infinite intervals.
(c) Given a stable domain type of treed spheres Γ, the universal curve UΓ is
formally the disjoint union
UΓ =
⊔
[C]∈MΓ
C.
A natural partial order can be defined in a similar way as Section 2. We would
like to impose similar domain-dependent perturbations on the universal curves. We
define the locality condition for treed spheres.
Definition 4.2. Let Γ be a stable domain type of treed spheres and Z be a set. A
map f : UΓ → Z is called local if
(a) For each v ∈ Vert(Γ), the restriction of f to UΓ,v is equal to the pullback of
a map from UΓ(v) to Z.
(b) Let Γ′ be the type obtained from Γ by forgetting all short leaves and stabi-
lizing. The restriction of f to edge components is equal to the pullback of a
map from UΓ′ to Z.
The open-closed and closed-open maps will be defined by counting treed disks
where a distinguished leaf is a Morse trajectory of a function on the ambient sym-
plectic manifold. Choose a Morse function
(44) FX : X → R.
Choose a Riemannian metric hX on X so that the gradient flow of FX with respect
to hX satisfies the Morse–Smale condition. The pair (FX , hX) is called a Morse–
Smale pair. Signed counts of isolated negative gradient trajectories define a cochain
complex
(CF •(X), δMorse)
whose cohomology is isomorphic to the cohomology of X. The PSS construction
[PSS96] allows one to define a ring structure on the cohomology which can be iden-
tified with the quantum cohomology. We repeat the construction here using our
perturbation scheme.
To define quantum cohomology, consider perturbed treed holomorphic spheres
of types Γ whose equation on surface components is the pseudoholomorphic curve
equation with domain-dependent almost complex structures (without Hamiltonian
perturbations) and whose equation on long tree components is the negative gradient
flow equation of FX (with domain-dependent perturbation of the function). The
matching conditions at short leaves (markings not labelled by critical points of FX)
are also taken after a generic diffeomorphism on X. We will also need a coherent,
local collection of perturbations PΓ = (JΓ, FΓ, EΓ) for all stable types Γ.
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The product is defined by domain types with one spherical component, two long
inputs and one long output. Given the regularity of the perturbation data, we see
that for a one-dimensional moduli space of such type Γ, the boundary strata ofMΓ
only contain objects with a single broken edge. Hence this induces a bilinear map
?b : H
•(CF •(X), δMorse)⊗H•(CF •(X), δMorse)→ H•(CF •(X), δMorse).
With appropriate extension of the perturbation to treed spheres with three long
leaves one can show that ?b is associative. The resulting graded ring, which we call
the b-deformed quantum cohomology, is denoted by
QH•(X; b).
Remark 4.3. It is well-known that for two different Morse–Smale pairs (FX , hX),
(F ′X , h
′
X), their cohomology are canonically isomorphic (via the continuation map).
In defining the quantum multiplication, we can use the perturbation so that on
different long leaves (including the output) one has different generic Morse–Smale
pairs which do not vary with the domain. In particular, this feature implies that
the perturbations respect certain forgetful maps which forget long leaves. Moreover,
the resulting multiplication on the cohomology can be proved to be independent of
the choices of these Morse–Smale pairs.
The quantum cohomology has a natural identity element defined as follows. Since
X is connected, one can choose FX such that it has a unique critical point 1X of
maximal Morse index. It is clearly a cochain and the fact that is cohomology class
is the identity follows from the fact that the Morse–Smale pairs on long leaves are
fixed and the perturbation respects forgetting long leaves.
4.2. Open-closed maps. The open-closed maps, roughly speaking, are defined via
counts of treed holomorphic disks where the inputs are on the boundary (generators
of morphisms spaces of the Fukaya category) and the outputs are critical points in
the ambient symplectic manifolds. We need to combine the combinatorial structures
used previously. Consider rooted based trees Γ whose root is not necessarily con-
tained in the base Γ. Moreover, the output eout is not an semi-infinite edge of the
base. Therefore, all semi-infinite edges on the base are regarded as inputs. We call
such a tree a spiked tree. A metric on a spiked tree is a map
` : Edgefinite(Γ)→ [0,+∞).
A weighting on a spiked tree is a map
w : Edge→(Γ)→ [0, 1]
which is zero on all interior semi-infinite edges. We do not require here the relation
(14). The discrete datum underlying ` resp. w is called a metric type resp. weighting
type and denoted by ` resp. w.
Definition 4.4. An open-closed domain type consists of a spiked tree Γ together
with a metric type ` and a weighting type w.
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Open-closed domain types describe treed disks with an interior output. So the
stability condition can be defined in the usual way. There is also a natural partial
order among open-closed domain types. Notice that a broken open-closed domain
type may have unbroken components which are domain types of treed disks or
domain types of treed spheres. So it is natural to choose perturbation data for
open-closed domain types which extend the existing perturbation data chosen for
defining the Fukaya category and the quantum cohomology. An open-closed map
type then include an extra labelling on the interior input by a critical point of FX
from (44). For any perturbation datum PΓ and a map type Γ one can consider the
moduli space
MΓ(PΓ).
We can define similar notion of uncrowdedness and achieve transversality in the
same way as proving Lemma 2.24. A general compactness theorem can be proved
so that the compactification is
MΓ(PΓ) =
⊔
ΠΓ
MΠ(PΓ|UΠst )
where lower strata also include (arbitrarily many) breakings in the distinguished
interior semi-infinite edge.
Definition 4.5. An open-closed map type Γ is called essential if it has no spherical
components nor edges of length zero, all interior markings are either (D(L), 1) or
ji(Zi), and for each disk component v, the number of interior markings labelled by
(D(L), 1) is equal to kω(βv) where k is the degree of the Donaldson hypersurface.
The following lemma can be proved in the same way as Lemma 2.27.
Lemma 4.6. Let Γ be an essential open-closed map type. If the expected dimension
of Γ is zero, then MΓ is compact. If the expected dimension is one, then MΓ is a
compact topological 1-manifold with boundary where the boundary strata consist of
moduli spaces MΠ where Π is either obtained from Γ by one of the operations listed
in Lemma 2.27, or obtained from Γ by breaking the interior semi-infinite edge once.
Counting holomorphic treed disks with an interior edge considered outgoing de-
fines the open-closed map; see Figure 8 for an illustration.
Definition 4.7 (Open-closed map). Write for simplicity
CC•(X,L, b) := CC•(FukL(X, b),FukL(X, b)).
Define the bulk-deformed open-closed map
(45) OCd(b) : CCd(X; b)→ CF (X)
(x1, . . . , xd) =: x 7→
∑
x
∑
[u]∈M(x,x)0
(−1)♥+|xd(◦)|w(u)x
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x1
x2
x4
x3
x
Figure 8. A typical configuration that possibly contributes to the
definition of the open-closed map. Interior markings to be mapped to
the Donaldson hypersurfaces and the bulk deformation and boundary
edges with Maurer-Cartan insertions are omitted.
with weightings from (31). The chain-level open-closed map OC(b) is the direct sum
OCd deformed by the Maurer-Cartan data on each Lagrangian brane :
OC(b) : CC(X; b)→ CF (X),
x1 ⊗ . . .⊗ xd 7→∑
j1,...,jd≥0
OCd+
∑d
i=1 ji
(x1, b1, . . . , b1︸ ︷︷ ︸
j1
, x2, b2, . . . , b2︸ ︷︷ ︸
j2
, x3, . . . , xd, bd, . . . , bd︸ ︷︷ ︸
jd
),
where xi ∈ CF ((φi−1, bi−1), (φi, bi)).
Proposition 4.8. The open-closed map OC(b) : CC•(X; b) → CF (X) is a chain
map, that is,
OC(b) ◦ δCC•(b) = m1 ◦OC(b)
where δCC•(b) is the Hochschild differential on CC(X; b) and m1 is the Floer (equal
to the Morse) differential on CF (X) = CF (∆,∆; b).
Sketch of proof. Follows from the description of the boundary strata of open-closed
moduli spaces Lemma 4.6 with verification of signs. 
Corollary 4.9. The open-closed map OC(b) = (OCd(b)) induces a map in (co)homology
[OC(b)] : HH•(X; b)→ QH•(X; b).
Remark 4.10. We do not prove here the independence of the open-closed maps from
the choice of perturbation data and representative b of [b] ∈ QH•(X).
The assumptions of the main result Theorem 1.1 require knowledge that the open-
closed map is surjective for a particular bulk deformation before the blowup occurs.
The following shows that this assumption is often satisfied, if it holds for at least
one bulk-deformation before the blowup:
Proposition 4.11. If the open-closed map OC(b0) is surjective for some bulk defor-
mations b0, b1, . . . , bk then the open-closed map OC(b) for b lying in some Zariski
open subset of spanC(b0, . . . , bk).
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Proof. Suppose that OC(b0) is surjective for some b0. Choose cycles
h1, . . . , hm ∈ CC•(X)
so that the restriction of OC(b0) to the span of h1, . . . , hm is an isomorphism onto
QH•(X; b0). Surjectivity of OC(b0)| span(h1, . . . , hm) is equivalent to the non-
vanishing of a determinant det(OC(b0)) valued in Λ. Given E > 0 write
det(OC(b0)) = det(OC(b0))<E + det(OC(b0))>E
where det(OC(b0))<E resp. det(OC(b0))>E has only terms of the form cqe with
q-valuation e less than resp. greater than E . Since OC(b0)| span(h1, . . . , hm) is
an isomorphism, we may choose E so that det(OC(b0))E is non-vanishing. Then
det(OC(b))E is an algebraic function of the bulk-deformation t0b0 + . . .+ tkbk and
is non-vanishing for a Zariski open subset of Ck+1 = {(t0, . . . , tk)}. 
4.3. Closed-open maps. The closed-open map takes as input a quantum cohomol-
ogy class and its output is an element of Hochschild cohomology. In the monotone
situation, this map is a special case of the functor described in the work of Ma’u,
Wehrheim, and the second author [MWW18]. For monotone symplectic manifolds
X0, X1, [MWW18] defines an A∞ functor
Φ : Fuk(X−0 ×X1)→ Func(Fuk(X0),Fuk(X1)).
If X0 := X1 := X, Φ maps the diagonal ∆ ⊂ X−×X to the identity functor IdFuk(X)
on Fuk(X), and Φ restricts to an A∞ map from the Fukaya algebra of the diagonal
to the space of natural transformations on the identity functor, i.e., the space of
Hochschild cochains.
In this paper we only consider the closed-open map up to the cohomology level.
We first describe the combinatorics of the domains. A closed-open domain type
consists of a based tree Γ with the output in the base and with exactly one long
leaf, a metric type ` and a weighting type w. We require that all interior finite edges
have zero length. A closed-open map type consists of a closed-open domain type Γ
(which have d boundary inputs and one long leaf), a collection
x = (x0, x1, . . . , xd) ∈ I(φd, φ0)× I(φ0, φ1)× · · · × I(φd−1, φd)
of critical points corresponding to a sequence of Lagrangians
φ = (φ0, . . . , φd),
a collection
β = (βv)v∈Vert(Γ)
of homology classes, a critical point x of the Morse function FX : X → R from
(44), and additional interior labelling data . A treed holomorphic disk of type Γ is
defined in a similar way as the case for the open-closed maps. Given a perturbation
PΓ, let
MΓ(PΓ)
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denote the moduli space of stable holomorphic treed disks of map type Γ. Reg-
ularization of these moduli spaces can be achieved using Donaldson hypersurfaces
constructed in the same way as in Theorem 2.24.
Again, a closed-open map type is essential if it has no spherical components, all
boundary edges have positive lengths, all short leaves are labelled by top strata and
the number of markings labelled by the Donaldson hypersurface on each surface
component is equal to the expected numbers. For a collection of boundary inputs
x = (x0, x1, . . . , xd) and a critical point x of FX , let
M(x, x)0 :=
⊔
Γ
MΓ(PΓ)
denote the union of the moduli spaces of maps of essential map type, whose expected
dimension is zero, whose long leaf is labelled x, and whose boundary insertions are
x0, x1, . . . , xd. Define a collection of maps
COd,φ(b) : CF
•(X)→ Hom(CF •(φ0, φ1)⊗ · · · ⊗ CF •(φd−1, φd)), CF •(φ0, φd))
indexed by an integer d ≥ 0 and a sequence φ = (φ0, φ1, . . . , φd) of Lagrangian
branes as follows. For any generator x of CF •(X) and generators x1 ∈ CF •(φ0, φ1),
· · · , xd ∈ CF •(φd−1, φd), define
COd,φ(b)(x)(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xd) =
∑
x0∈I(φ0,φd)
 ∑
[u]∈M(x,x)0
(−1)♥w(u)
x0
with weightings from (31), extended linearly over Λ.
Definition 4.12. The chain level closed-open map from the b-deformed quantum
cohomology of X to the flat A∞ category FukL(X; b) is a map
CO(b) : CF •(X)→ CC•L(X; b)
defined as follows. For each x, CO(b)(x) is the cochain that maps
x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xd ∈ Hom((φ0, b0), (φ1, b1))⊗ · · · ⊗Hom((φd−1, bd−1), (φd, bd))
to ∑
j1,...,jd≥0
COd+j1+···+jd,φ(x)(b0, . . . , b0︸ ︷︷ ︸
j0
, x1, b1, . . . , b1︸ ︷︷ ︸
j1
, x2, . . . , xd, bd, . . . , bd︸ ︷︷ ︸
jd
).
See Figure 9 for an illustration of a typical configuration possibly contributing to
the closed-open map
First we show the closed-open map induces a map from the quantum cohomology
to the Hochschild cohomology.
Theorem 4.13. The map CO(b) : CF •(X) → CC•(X; b) defined by Definition
4.12 has the following properties.
(a) CO(b) is a cochain map.
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x1
x2
x0
x3
x
Figure 9. A typical configuration which possibly contributes to the
closed-open map (Maurer–Cartan insertions are omitted).
(b) For all d ≥ 1 and x ∈ CF •(X) and i = 1, . . . , d, if xi = 1 then
COd,φ(b)(x)(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xd) = 0.
Proof. For (a), that CO(b) is a chain map, consider one-dimensional moduli spaces
for fixed labelling data x and x. A refined compactness theorem similar to Lemma
2.27 shows that the boundary of such a moduli space consists of once-broken con-
figurations. The breaking could be on the boundary, which corresponds to the
differential of the Hochschild cochain complex, or on the interior long leaf, which
corresponds to the Morse differential on X.
For property (b), notice that the perturbation data still respect the forgetful
operation which forgets forgettable boundary inputs. Hence Property (b) holds in
the same way as the unitality of the Fukaya category. 
Lastly we show that the map on the cohomology level intertwines with the ring
structures.
Theorem 4.14. The map
[CO(b)] : QH•(X; b)→ HH•L(X; b)
induced from the chain-level map intertwines with the ring structures.
The central ingredient of the proof is the notion of a special type of configurations
similar to the notion of quilted disks. Consider a marked disk S ' D with two
interior markings z1, z2 and a boundary marking z0. We say that the marked disk
(S, z1, z2, z0) is balanced if z1, z2, z0 are on the same circle inside D. Notice that
this condition is invariant under PSL(2;R) ∼= Aut(D). We make the following
generalization to treed disks.
Definition 4.15. Consider a treed disk C = S ∪ T of domain type Γ that has two
long leaves and one boundary output. We say that C is balanced if the following
conditions are satisfied. Let v1, v2 ∈ Vert(Γ) be the two vertices in the base that are
closest to the two long leaves e1 and e2 respectively.
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(a) If v1 6= v2, then for the (unique) path e1, e2, . . . , ek in Γ connecting v1 and
v2, require
k∑
i=1
±`(ei) = 0
where the signs depend on whether the direction of the path is towards the
root or against the root.
(b) If v1 = v2 = v, then let z1, z2 ∈ Sv ' D be the node corresponding to them
and let z0 ∈ ∂Sv be the node towards the output. Then we require that the
marked disk (Sv, z1, z2, z0) is balanced.
Notice that for any stable domain type Γ of treed disks with two long leaves,
inside the moduli space MΓ of stable treed disks the locus of balanced treed disks,
denoted by
MbΓ ⊂MΓ
is a real codimension one submanifold. See Figure 10 for an illustration of a com-
pactified moduli space of balanced treed disks with two long leaves.
Figure 10. The compactified moduli space of balanced treed disks
with two long leaves (interior markings) and one output. This moduli
space is one-dimensional and has two fake boundary strata.
For any map type Γ one can consider the moduli space
MbΓ(PΓ).
The argument of achieving transversality can be extended to guarantee thatMbΓ(PΓ)
is cut out transversely as long as Γ is uncrowded.
Proof of Theorem 4.14. Fix x1, x2 ∈ critFX . We would like to show that the differ-
ence
CO(b)(x1 ?b x2)− CO(b)(x1) ? CO(b)(x2)
is a coboundary in the Hochschild cochain complex. We first construct the cobound-
ary. Fix a value of the potential function w. For any sequence of unobstructed branes
(φ0, b0), . . . , (φd, bd)
with potential function having value w, and for generators x = (x0, . . . , xd) where
x1 ∈ CF •(φ0, φ1), . . . , xd ∈ CF •(φd−1, φd), x0 ∈ CF •(φ0, φd).
Fix j0, j1, . . . , jd ≥ 0 and consider balanced domain types Γ with two long leaves,
d+ j0 + · · ·+ jd boundary inputs and essential map types Γ of expected dimension
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zero whose long leaves are labelled by x1, x2 and whose boundary inputs are labelled
by
b0, . . . , b0︸ ︷︷ ︸
j0
, x1, b1, . . . , b1︸ ︷︷ ︸
j1
, x2, · · · , xd, bd, . . . , bd︸ ︷︷ ︸
jd
, x0
(in counterclockwise orientation, the last one is the output). For each such moduli
space MbΓ the count of rigid elements defines an element
τ(x1, x2)(x) ∈ Λ.
The linear span of these τ(x1, x2)(x) then defines a cochain
τ(x1, x2) ∈ CC•L(X; b).
We claim that
(46) CO(b)(x1 ?b x2)− CO(b)(x1) ? CO(b)(x2) = mCC1 (τ(x1, x2)).
To show this relation, consider a one-dimensional balanced moduli space with long
leaves labelled by x1, x2 and any number of boundary inputs. There are three types
of true boundary strata. The first type includes those that have an interior breaking.
The second type includes those that has two boundary breakings on a path connect-
ing the two disk components having the two long leaves. The third type includes
those that have one boundary breaking that is not in the path connecting the disk
components having the two long leaves. These types correspond to the three terms
in (46).

Remark 4.16. Using quilted objects one can prove as in [MWW18] that the chain-
level closed-open map extends to an A∞ map from the Fukaya algebra of the diag-
onal in X ×X (whose cohomology is the quantum cohomology) to the A∞ algebra
CC•(X; b). This construction requires a more sophisticated discussion of perturba-
tions on the universal curve over the moduli space of quilts needed to regularize the
moduli space of quilted spheres with arbitrary number of long leaves. The moduli
space of balanced treed disks we used is not exactly the same as the moduli of quilted
disks, but their difference does not appear on the cohomology level.
4.4. OC/CO for projective spaces. As a warm-up for the blow-up situation, we
compute the open-closed and closed-open maps for Clifford tori in projective spaces
using the Blaschke classification (27) (or, rather, its generalization to arbitrary toric
manifolds in Cho-Oh [CO06].)
Theorem 4.17. Let X = Pn, let L = {φ(1), . . . , φ(n+1)} denote the collection of
brane structures on the embedding φ : (S1)n → X with image the Clifford torus and
brane structures
y(k) = (ℵk, . . . ,ℵk) ∈ R(φ) ∼= (Λ×)n
for ℵ an n+ 1-st root of unity as in Lemma (3.12) with image and b = 0 the trivial
bulk deformation. Then with notation from Proposition 3.11:
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(a) There exists an isomorphism
HH•(FukL(X, 0),FukL(X, 0)) ∼= Λ⊕(n+1)
mapping the collection of point classes
[ptk] ∈ HF (φ(k), φ(k)), k = 1, . . . , n+ 1
to the standard basis;
(b) The open-closed map OC(0) : HH•(X, 0) → QH•(X, 0) is a q-deformation
of the finite Fourier transform and in particular surjective (and so an iso-
morphism, conditional on Ganatra’s theorem in Remark 1.6.)
(c) The closed-open maps CO(0) : QH•(X, 0)→ HF (φ(k), φ(k)) are given by
[P`] 7→ y(k),1 . . . y(k),n−`1φ(k)q(n−`)/(n+1), k, ` = 0, . . . , n.
To prove the theorem we compute the open-closed map explicitly using the Blaschke
classification of disks (27). Choose a basis of cycles Z0, . . . , Zn ⊂ X given by
(47) Zk = {[z0, . . . , zk, 0, . . . , 0]} ⊂ Pn.
We write the finite Fourier transform in terms of a primitive n-st root of unity
ζ, ζn = 1
FFT : Λn+1 → Λn+1, (λ1, . . . , λn+1) 7→
(
n+1∑
a=1
ζa·bλa
)n
b=0
Introduce a quantization of the finite Fourier transform: For  > 0
FFTq : Λ
n+1 → Λn+1, (λ1, . . . , λn+1) 7→
(
qb/(n+1)
n+1∑
a=1
ζa·bλa
)n
b=0
.
In particular
FFTq |q=1 = FFT .
Consider the embedding of the Clifford torus
φ : L ∼= (S1)n → Pn.
As in Cho-Oh [CO06], there is one disk of the form (27) of Maslov index two
associated to each prime divisor, each with area 1/(n+ 1) assuming the symplectic
form is normalized so that its integral over the standard generator of H2 is 1. As
a result, the disk potential as a function of local system y ∈ R(φ) is given by
W : R(φ)→ Λ, (y1, . . . , yn) 7→ q1/(n+1)(y1 + . . .+ yn + (y1 . . . yn)−1).
As a result, local systems that are critical points of the potential are solutions to
y1 = . . . = yn, y
n+1
k = 1, ∀k = 1, . . . , n.
Let L denote the resulting collection of Lagrangian branes given by φ with the local
system y ∈ R(φ).
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Lemma 4.18. The open-closed map OC(0)|HH•(X, 0) has matrix with respect to
the bases
{[ptk] ∈ HF (φ(k), φ(k)), k = 0, . . . , n} ⊂ HH•(X, 0)
{[Zk], k = 0, . . . , n} ⊂ QH(X, 0)
(see (47)) that is given by the finite Fourier transform
[OC(0)|HH•(X, 0)] = FFTq .
Proof. We give an explicit computation of the open-closed map using the Blaschke
classification. Let φ : L → X be one of the Lagrangian branes in the collection
{φ(k)}. By Lemma 3.12 φ(k) has one-dimensional Hochschild homology which proves
(a). For (b), recall from 3.11 that the Floer cohomology HF (φ, φ) a non-degenerate
Clifford algebra corresponding to the Hessian ∂a∂bW (y) of the potential W (y). By
Corollary 3.12 the Hochschild homology HH•(HF (φ, φ)) is generated by the point
class [pt] ∈ HFn(φ, φ). Via the Blaschke classification (27) there is a unique disk
u : D → X of index I(u) = 2k with an interior point z ∈ D mapping to Zk and
boundary on φ(L). Let
γ1, . . . , γn ∈ pi1((S1)n)
be the standard set of generators for pi1((S
1)n). By (27) again, the leading order
contributions in the open-closed map OC(0) arise from disks u : C → X with a single
point constraint u(Te) ⊂ Zk on the boundary. It follows that the open-closed map
OC(0) is given as a function of the local system y on the point class [pt] ∈ HF (φ, φ)
by
(48) [OC(0)]([pt]) = (y(γ1), y(γ1γ2), . . . , y(γ1 . . . γn))
As a result, the point class in the brane with local system corresponding to ℵ =
exp(2piik/(n+ 1)) is mapped under the open-closed map OC(0) to
[ptℵ]→ (q1/(n+1)ℵZ1 + q2/(n+1)ℵ2Z2 + . . .+ qn/(n+1)ℵnZn).
In the basis given by [Z1], . . . , [Zn] the open-closed map is therefore the finite Fourier
transform FFTq. 
Proof of Theorem 4.17. The claim (a) on the Hochschild homology follows from
Lemma 3.12. The determinant of the matrix for OC(0) with respect to the given
basis
[pt(k)] ∈ HF (φ(k), φ(k)), k = 1, . . . , n+ 1
is the determinant of the finite Fourier transform FFT times a power of q. Since
FFT is surjective, so is OC(0) hence (b). For (c) note that for each cycle P`, the
Blaschke products mapping 0 to P` with index 2(n− `) are those with the first n− `
components
(u1, . . . , un−`)(z) = u : D→ Cn+1, z 7→
(
ζi
z − a
1− za
)
i=1,...,n−`
.
are non-vanishing with a common root at some a ∈ D. Hence the moduli space
M1,1(φ,D) is non-empty only if the output is a point constraint. In the case of a
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point constraint there is a single disk with an interior point mapping to Zk and the
contribution is y(k),1 . . . y(k),n−`1φ(k) ∈ HF (φ(k), φ(k)). 
Remark 4.19. The closed-open map is a ring homomorphism as predicted by The-
orem 4.14. For example, in quantum cohomology we have [Pn−1]n+1 = q while in
Hochschild cohomology
(CO([Pn−1])n+1 = (q1/(n+1)y(k),1)n+1 = q
for any of the branes φ(k) in question.
We also show that the bulk-deformed open-closed map is an isomorphism, so
that the set of examples to which the hypotheses of the main results are satisfied is
non-empty.
Corollary 4.20. The bulk-deformed open-closed map OC(b + q−p) is an isomor-
phism for  < 1.
Proof. We compute the disks with bulk insertions at a point. By homogeneity we
may take the point p = [0, 0, . . . , 0, 1] ∈ Pn to be a toric fixed point disjoint from
the cycles Z1, . . . , Zn−1. The requirement that the disk passes through p forces n
additional roots in the Blaschke product (27). So the total number of roots in any
Blaschke disk with a point constraint at the point, also contributing to the open-
closed map for Z1, . . . , Zn−1, is at least n+1. Thus OC(b+q−p) is the finite Fourier
transform FFTq plus terms with q-valuation at least 1 −  greater. For  < 1, the
higher order terms in OC(b+ q−p), that is, the difference OC(b+ q−p)−FFTq, do
not affect the leading order determinant in the open-closed map. So OC(b + q−p)
still has non-vanishing determinant in the basis above. 
5. Abouzaid’s criterion
In this section we adapt Abouzaid’s criterion [Abo10] for the split-generation of
the Fukaya category to the non-exact case in which the A∞ composition maps are
defined by counts of treed disks.
5.1. The Cardy diagram. The idea of Abouzaid’s construction is to produce the
maps necessary for writing a Lagrangian as mapping cone by degenerating holomor-
phic annuli to pairs of disks. Given a collection G of objects φ of FukL(X, b), we
wish to show that any object ψ of FukL(X, b) is split-generated by the objects of G.
For example, we might hope to show that ψ is a sub-object of some object φ of G;
to show this we want maps
α ∈ Hom(ψ, φ), β ∈ Hom(φ, ψ)
such that
m2(α, β) = 1ψ ∈ Hom(ψ,ψ).
Naturally one hopes that the chains α, β can be produced geometrically as a count
of holomorphic disks with two outputs. If this is the case, one can glue to obtain
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holomorphic annuli with an output labelled by the identity 1ψ. A degeneration of
the annulus to “infinite length” shows that a count of holomorphic disks with a
single output must be non-trivial, see Figure 11.
The result, Abouzaid’s criterion Theorem 1.5, gives a factorization of the open-
closed and closed-open maps through the tensor product of Yoneda modules. Given
an object φ of FukL(X, b) denote by Yrφ resp. Y lφ the right resp. left Yoneda module
over FukL(X, b) defined on objects by
Y lψ(φ) = Hom(ψ, φ), Yrψ(φ) = Hom(φ, ψ).
The tensor product of Yoneda modules is an A∞ bimodule over FukL(X, b) denoted
Yrψ ⊗ Y lψ. The Hochschild homology
HH•(FukL(X, b),Yrψ ⊗ Y lψ) = H∗(Yrψ ⊗FukL(X,b) Y lψ)
is computed by the bar complex
(49) B(Yrψ ⊗FukL(X,b) Y lψ)
=
∞⊕
k=0
⊕
φ1,...φk∈Ob(FukL(X,b))
Hom(ψ, φi1)⊗Hom(φi1 , φi2)⊗
· · · ⊗Hom(φik , ψ)
with differential ∂Yrψ⊗FukL(X,b)Ylψ given by the possible ways of collapsing. Define the
collapsing morphism µ
µ : B(Yrψ ⊗FukL(X,b) Y lψ)→ Hom(ψ,ψ)
by composing all factors in (49):
µ : x− ⊗ x1 ⊗ . . .⊗ xk ⊗ x+ 7→ (−1)♦mk+2(x−, x1, . . . , xk, x+)
where ♦ is the Koszul sign
|x−|+
k∑
j=1
‖xj‖.
There is a natural A∞ coproduct δ given by a morphism of bimodules
δ : FukL(X, b)→ Y lψ ⊗ Yrψ.
By definition such a morphism consists of a collection of maps {δr|1|s}r,s≥0
(50) δr|1|s : CF (φr−1, φr)⊗ . . . CF (φ0, φ1)⊗ CF (φ0, φ′0)⊗ CF (φ′0, φ′1)⊗
. . .⊗ CF (φ′s−1, φ′s)→ CF (ψ, φr)⊗ CF (φ′s, ψ),
satisfying an A∞ axiom. The morphism is defined by counting holomorphic disks
(51) (xr, . . . , x1, x0, x
′
1, . . . , x
′
s)
δr,1,s7−−−→
∑
x,x′,u∈MΓ(φ,D,x,b)0
(−1)‡w(u)x⊗ x′
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where the sum is over rigid maps u with two adjacent output leaves and one distin-
guished input (in this case x0) among a list of input leaves. The sign ‡ is given as
in Abouzaid [Abo10, 4.17] by
s∑
j=1
(s− j + 1)|x′j |+ s|x0|+
r∑
j=1
(j + s)|xj |.
The coproduct δ induces a map on the cyclic bar complex
(52) CCd(δ) : CCd(Fuk(X, b))→ Y lψ ⊗ Yrψ
(x1 ⊗ . . .⊗ xd) =
∑
(−1)xr+1 ⊗ . . . xd−s−1 ⊗ T (δr|1|s(xd−s ⊗ . . .⊗ xr))
where T is the map that reorders the factors
T (ar+1 ⊗ . . . ad−s−1 ⊗ q ⊗ p) = (−1)◦q ⊗ ar+1 ⊗ . . .⊗ ad−s−1 ⊗ p
and the signs are given by the formulae
(53)  = zr1(1 +zdr+1) + dim(X)zd−s−1r+1
and
(54) ◦ = deg(q)(deg(p) +zd−s−1r+1 ).
Alternatively, we may define
(55) CCd(δ)(x1 ⊗ . . .⊗ xd) =
∑
r,s≥0,p,q,
u∈Md(φ,x,p,q)
(−1)+◦w(u)(p⊗ xr+1 ⊗ . . . xd−s−1 ⊗ q),
with weightings from (31), where the sum is over p ∈ CF (φr, ψ), q ∈ CF (ψ, φd−s−1),
and rigid maps u of the form
xd
x1
xd−1 xd−s
xr p
q
u
The chain level coproduct map is defined as the direct sum of the maps CCd(δ)
deformed by the Maurer-Cartan data on each Lagrangian brane :
(56) CC•(δ)(x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xd)
=
∑
j1,...,jd≥0
OCd+
∑d
i=1 ji
(x1, b1, . . . , b1, x2, b2, . . . , b2, x3, . . . , xd, bd, . . . , bd),
where xi ∈ CF ((φi−1, bi−1), (φi, bi)), and in the above expression bi is repeated ji
times.
The resulting map, collapse map µ, and open-closed and closed-open maps CO(b), OC(b)
fit into a commutative-up-to-sign Cardy diagram:
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Theorem 5.1. (Abouzaid [Abo10] in the exact, embedded case; see also Ganatra
[Gan12]) For any collection G ⊂ L any any object ψ ∈ L, there is a Cardy diagram
HH•(FukG(X, b),FukG(X, b)) H•(Yrψ ⊗FukG(X,b) Y lψ)
QH•G(X, b) HF •(ψ,ψ)
-
? ?
-
that commutes up to an overall sign of (−1)dim(X)(dim(X)+1)/2. The left vertical arrow
is the open-closed map [OC(b)], the bottom arrow is the closed-open map [CO(b)], the
right-hand map is the collapse map [µ], and the top map is the Hochschild homology
of the diagonal morphism.
5.2. Holomorphic treed annuli. To prove the Cardy diagram Theorem 5.1 in the
version of the Fukaya category considered here, we begin with some preliminaries.
Given sequences of Lagrangians φ0, . . . , φk ∈ L the composition of maps on either
direction of the diagram consist of maps
CF (φ0, φ1)⊗ . . .⊗ CF (φk, φ0)→ CF (ψ,ψ)
counting certain degenerate treed holomorphic annuli which we now define.
Definition 5.2. An annulus is a complex curve with boundary biholomorphic to a
standard annulus
Aρ1,ρ2 = { z ∈ C | ρ1 ≤ |z| ≤ ρ2. }
The boundary components are denoted by
∂−Aρ1,ρ2 := {z : |z| = ρ1}, ∂+Aρ1,ρ2 := {z : |z| = ρ2}.
Definition 5.3. (Stable treed annuli)
(a) (Marked annulus) For d(◦) = (d(◦)−, d(◦)+) a pair of positive integers and
d( ) ∈ Z≥0 a (d( ), d( ))-marked annulus consists of the following data: an
inner and outer radius ρ1 < ρ2, and a collection of interior marked points
z ,i ∈ int(Aρ1,ρ2), 1 ≤ i ≤ d( )
and a collection of boundary marked points
z±,i ∈ ∂±Aρ1,ρ2 , 1 ≤ i ≤ d±( ).
(b) (Treed annulus) If there is at least one marking zi there is a compactification
of the moduli space of marked annuli by allowing stable nodal annuli: nodal
annuli S with no non-trivial infinitesimal automorphisms 0 6= ϕ ∈ aut(S, z).
As in the case of stable marked disks, a combinatorial type underlying a
stable annulus is a graph Γ. A treed annulus C is obtained from a nodal
annuli by replacing each boundary node we, e ∈ Edge ,−(Γ) by a (possibly
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broken) tree segment Te equipped with a length `(e) ∈ [0,∞], and attaching a
semi-infinite treed segment Te at each boundary marking ze, e ∈ Edge ,→(Γ).
(c) (Additional features) We consider treed annuli with some additional features
to prove the Cardy relation and an orthogonality relation in Section 5.4.
(i) (Distinguished leaves and Balanced lengths) The leaves z+d( )+ and z
−
d( )−
are distinguished leaves and are constrained to have an angle offset of
pi :
(57) (Angle offset) ∃θ : z+d( )+ = ρ2e
ιθ, z−d( )− = ρ1e
ι(θ+pi).
The lengths of treed segments are subject to a balancing condition :
The path of edges γ+ resp. γ− connecting the component component
Sv+ containing z
+
d( )+
to the component Sv− containing z
−
d( )− have the
same total length:
(58) (Balanced)
∑
e∈γ−
`(e) =
∑
e∈γ+
`(e);
this is an analog of the balancing condition in Definition 4.15. See
Figure 11 where the paths γ± are the vertical paths in the two left
diagrams.
(ii) (Treed segment at an interior node) An interior node that disconnects
z+d( )+ from z
−
d( )− is called a path node. We allow path nodes to be
replaced by treed segments.
We introduce a moduli space of stable treed annuli with fixed angle offset as
follows. Denote by Mannd(◦),d( ) the moduli space of stable treed annuli whose dis-
tinguished boundary marked points have an angle offset of pi (as in (57)) and that
satisfy the balancing condition (58) for treed segments at path edges. Standard
arguments show that the moduli space Mannd(◦),d( ) is compact and Hausdorff. The
subspace of Mannd(◦),d( ) that parametrizes curves with at most one path node is a
topological manifold of dimension
dim(Mannd(◦),d( )) = |d+(◦)|+ |d−(◦)|+ 2|d( )| − 1.
The moduli space is equipped with a universal curve Uannd(◦),d( ) which decomposes
into a surface part Sannd(◦),d( ) and tree part T annd(◦),d( ). There is a forgetful map
(59) f :Mannd( ),d( ) →Mann(1,1),0
that forgets all non-distinguished markings.
Remark 5.4. In the moduli space of treed annuli, we fixed the angle offset between
distinguished boundary markings as Φ := pi. This choice is arbitrary. In fact,
choosing any non-zero angle offset Φ ∈ (0, 2pi) produces a homeomorphic moduli
space. The angle offset zero Φ = 0 produces a different moduli space, which we will
use in Section 5.4.
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Example 5.5. We describe the moduli space of isomorphism classes of annuli with
one inner boundary leaf and one outer boundary leaf (with an angle offset of pi) as
follows: There is a homeomorphism
(60) ρ :Mann(1,1),0 ∼= [−∞,∞]
defined as follows: For configurations containing an annulus component with inner
radius ρ1 and outer radius ρ2 we define
ρ1(C) =
ρ1ρ
−1
2
1 + ρ1ρ
−1
2
.
In the case that C consists of two disks connected by an interior tree segment Te,
e ∈ Edge ,p of length `(e) define
ρ1(C) = −`(e).
In the case C consists of a single disk joined to itself by an edge e of length `(e)
define
ρ1(C) = `(e) + 1.
See Figure 11. The second component ρ2(C) ∈ S1 is the angle offset between the
first inner and first outer boundary leaf. The map
C 7→ e−ρ1(C)ρ2(C) ∈ D
defines the desired homeomorphism, ending the Example.
The description of the one inner-and-out marking moduli space in the previous
paragraph leads to the following natural defined functions on moduli spaces with
higher numbers of inner and outer markings: Composing the homeomorphism ρ in
(60) with the forgetful map (59), we obtain a map
(61) f :Mannd( ),d( ) → [−∞,∞].
For any ρ ∈ [−∞,∞] the fiber f−1(ρ) is the moduli space of annuli with a fixed
ratio of inner and outer radii, and is denoted by
Mannd( ),d( ),ρ ⊂M
ann
d( ),d( ).
Remark 5.6. The moduli space of treed annuli admits an orientation induced from
choices of orientations on nodal annuli induced from the positions of the interior and
boundary markings: We identify each element of Mannd( ),d( ),ρ with a single surface
component (necessarily 0 < ρ < 1) with a fixed annulus A; recording the attaching
points of the leaves gives a map
Mannd( ),d( ) ⊂ intAd( ) × (∂A)d(◦)−+d(◦)+/S1
and orient the boundary circles (∂A) ∼= S1 unionsq S1 in the same direction. The orienta-
tions on this stratum extends to a global orientation on the manifold with boundary
Mannd( ),d( ). The boundary of Mannd( ),d( ) consists of configurations where the ratio ρ
is equal to ∞, configurations where the ratio ρ is equal to −∞ (in the sense that
the lengths of the paths γ± above are infinite) and configurations where a collection
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ρ = −∞ 0 1 ∞
Figure 11. Moduli of treed annuli with fixed non-zero angle offset
of leaves Te have bubbled onto disks Sv, v ∈ Vert(Γ) attached to the outer bound-
ary, and configurations where leaves Te have bubbled onto disks Sv on the inner
boundary. The latter two types of boundary strata MΓ,Γ = Γ1#Γ2 have opposite
orientations compared to the product orientation on MΓ1 ×MΓ2 .
Regularizing families of holomorphic maps from treed annuli requires regulariza-
tion of holomorphic disks, strips, and spheres as before. Given a collection of branes
φ, an adapted holomorphic treed annulus with boundary in φ is a pair of maps
(u : C → X, ∂u : ∂C → L)
where C is a treed annulus, L denotes the union of domains of φ the map u is
holomorphic on the surface components Sv, v ∈ Vert(Γ), and in which any leaf
e ∈ Edge(Γ) labelled
 ∈ L2 ∪ L ∪ {D(X), X, b}
is required to correspond to a gradient trajectory u|Te : Te → X of the corresponding
function F (); if  ∈ L∪{D(X)} then these functions are constant and so the maps
u|Te are constant. Denote by Mannd(◦),d( )(φ,D) the moduli space of perturbed stable
treed holomorphic annuli and Mannd(◦),d( )(φ,D)d the locus of expected dimension d
and a fixed angle offset Θ = pi between distinguished boundary markings, see (57).
For generic choices of coherent perturbation data P = (PΓ) the moduli spaces of
treed holomorphic annuli of dimension at most one become regular and compact,
by the same arguments as for treed disks. After fixing the perturbations on a
neighborhood of the nodes and ends of the segments, for a comeager subset of
perturbations the moduli spaces Mannd(◦),d( )(φ,D) are regular with true boundary
corresponding to formation of a broken Morse trajectory Te = T
1
e #T
2
e connecting
a disk and an annulus, or degeneration of the annulus S0 to one of the possibilities
corresponding to the ratio of inner and outer radii approaching zero or infinity shown
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in Figure 11:
(62) ∂Mannd(◦),d( )(φ,D)1 =Mannd(◦),d( ),ρ=∞(φ,D)0 ∪Mannd(◦),d( ),ρ=−∞(φ,D)0
∪
⋃
i,k≥0
i+k≤d( )+
⋃
d( )1+d( )2
=d( )
Mann((d(◦)+−k+1,d(◦)−),d( )1)(φ1, D)0 ×I(φi,φi+k)Mk,d( )2(φ2, D)0
∪
⋃
i,k≥0
i+k≤d( )−
⋃
d( )1+d( )2
=d( )
Mann((d(◦)+,d(◦)−−k+1),d( )1)(φ1, D)0 ×I(φi,φi+k)Mk,d( )2(φ2, D)0
where φ
1
, φ
2
are the labels on disk components separated by an edge with infinite
length.
5.3. Commutativity. Using the moduli spaces of holomorphic treed annuli, we
define a homotopy operator relating the composition of the maps around the two
sides of the diagram in Theorem (5.1). This shows that the diagram in Theorem 5.1
is commutative. Define a map
(63) ℵ : CC•(FukL(X, b),FukL(X, b))→ CF (ψ,ψ)
by a count of holomorphic treed annuli. Omitting the bulk deformation b, ℵ is a
collection of maps
ℵ = (ℵd)d≥0, ℵd : CF (φ0, φ1)⊗ . . .⊗CF (φd−1, φd)×CF (φd, φ0)→ CF (ψ,ψ)[1−d]
defined as
(x0, . . . , xd(◦)) 7→
∑
u∈Mannd(◦),d( )(φ,D,x,x′0,b)0
(−1)♥w(u)x′0.
c.f. Abouzaid [Abo10, Equation 6.22].
xd xd−1
x1
x0
x0
x0
xd xd−1
x1
xd
xd−s
x1
xr
xr+1
xd−s−1
OC
CO
δ µ
u
xd−1
Figure 12. Cardy relation : End-points of a one-dimensional moduli
space of holomorphic treed annuli, x0, xd are distinguished leaves.
Theorem 5.7. The operator ℵ is a homotopy operator relating the two sides of the
Cardy diagram:
∂ℵ+ ℵ∂ = (−1)dim(X)(dim(X)+1)/2OC ◦ CO − µ ◦ δ.
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Proof. It follows from the description of the boundary (see Figure 12) in (62) and
the sign computation in [Abo10], which we will not repeat here. 
Abouzaid’s generation criterion Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 5.1 in the
same way as in [Abo10].
5.4. Orthogonality for disjoint Lagrangians. We prove two results about the
orthogonal of images under the open-closed map. The first concerns the image under
the open-closed map of Floer classes from disjoint Lagrangians.
Theorem 5.8. Suppose that L−,L+ ⊂ L are disjoint collections of Lagrangians in
X, that is, for every φ− ∈ L− and φ+ ∈ L+, we have φ−(L−) ∩ φ+(L+) = ∅. The
images of elements
α− ∈ HH•(FukL−(X, b),FukL−(X, b)), α+ ∈ HH•(FukL+(X, b),FukL+(X, b))
are orthogonal with respect to the natural Frobenius pairing on QH•(X, b):
〈(OC(b))(α−), (OC(b))(α+)〉 = {0},
The proof of Theorem 5.8 is a study of the ends of the moduli space of treed
annuli, with a fixed underlying annulus. Fix a ratio ρ ∈ [−∞,∞] and consider the
moduli space of holomorphic treed annuli (as in Definition 5.3) with ratio ρ between
the inner and outer annuli and angle offset pi between the first inner leaf and first
outer leaf:
Mannd(◦),d( ),ρ(φ) ⊂Mannd(◦),d( )(φ);
this is a particular fiber of the forgetful map
Mannd(◦),d( )(φ,D)→Mann(1,1),0 ∼= [−∞,∞]
where all leaves except for the distinguished leaves on both the boundary components
are forgotten, see (60). Define an invariant by counting elements ofMd(◦),d( ),ρ(φ,D):
Definition 5.9. For x− ∈ CF (φ−)d(◦)− , x+ ∈ CF (φ+)d(◦)+ define
(64) CF (φ−)
d(◦)− ⊗ CF (φ
+
)d(◦)+ → Λ,
〈x−, x+〉ρ =
∑
u∈Mannd(◦),d( ),ρ(φ,D,x−,x+,b)0
(−1)♥w(u).
Lemma 5.10. The topological boundary of the moduli spaceMd(◦),d( ),ρ(φ,D, x−, x+, b)1
consists of strata MannΓ (φ,D, x−, x+, b) consists of configurations with a boundary
edge e ∈ Edge◦(Γ) of infinite length `(e) =∞ that separates an annulus from a disk.
Proof. As in the case of treed disks in Theorem 2.24 and Lemma 2.27. 
Corollary 5.11. The pairing 〈·, ·〉ρ induces a pairing on cohomology where L =
L− ∪ L+
HH•(X, b)⊗HH•(X, b)→ Λ, (α−, α+) 7→ 〈α−, α+〉ρ.
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.10 that (64) is a chain map, with the trivial boundary
operator on Λ. 
Lemma 5.12. For any two values ρ′, ρ there exists a compact oriented cobordism
between
Mannd(◦),d( ),ρ(φ,D, x−, x+)0 ∪ (Mannd(◦),d( ),ρ′(φ,D, x−, x+)0)−
(with superscript − indicating a reversal of orientation) and the collection of con-
figurations with ratio ρ′′ ∈ (ρ, ρ′) and a boundary edge of infinite length:⋃
∗=±
d(◦)∗⋃
k=0
Mannd(◦)−k∗+1,d( )−,ρ′′(φ−, D)0 ×I(φi,φi+k)Mk,d( )+(φ+, D)0,
where k+ = (k, 0) and k− = (0, k).
Proof. This is a standard cobordism argument using a parametrized moduli space
of tree annuli with parameter ρ′′ as ρ′′ varies from ρ to ρ′. 
Corollary 5.13. The weighted count of elements inMannd(◦),d( ),ρ(φ,D) is independent
of the ratio ρ and equal to the pairing between the elements (OC(b))(α−), (OC(b))(α+)
for α± ∈ HH•(X, b) is
〈(OC(b))(α−), (OC(b))(α+)〉 = 〈α−, α+〉ρ.
Proof. For ρ = −∞, the moduli space is equal to the fiber product
Md(◦)−,d( )−(φ,D, x−)0 ×I(X)Md(◦)+,d( )+(φ,D, x+)0.
Hence the signed count 〈α−, α+〉ρ is equal to the pairing 〈OC(α−), OC(α+)〉. 
Proof of Theorem 5.8. We degenerate the annulus to a pair of disks. As in the Cardy
relation, consider a degeneration of the annulus S to a nodal curve S0 = S+ ∪ S−
with two connecting nodes {w1, w2} = S+ ∩ S−, in which the first boundary leaf
Te1,± , e1,± ∈ Edge◦(Γ) not labelled b± on the inner boundary has limit in S±. If
φ−(L−) is disjoint from φ+(L+) for every φ± ∈ L± then the moduli space, hence
pairing, is zero. 
5.5. Orthogonality for Lagrangians with different disk potentials. The sec-
ond orthogonality result concerns Lagrangians with different values of the disk po-
tential, which we learned from Abouzaid-Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono in personal commu-
nication. We assume that G± ⊂ L are subsets of weakly unobstructed Lagrangian
branes with weakly bounding cochains with curvature w±.
Theorem 5.14. If w− 6= w+ ∈ Λ then the images of
α+ ∈ HH•(FukG+(X, b, w+, ),FukG+(X, b, w+))
α− ∈ HH•(FukG−(X, b, w−),FukG−(X, b, w−))
are orthogonal in QH(X, b):
〈OC(α−), OC(α+)〉 = 0.
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ρ = −∞ ρ = 0 ρ = 1 ρ =∞
Figure 13. Moduli space of treed annuli with zero angle offset be-
tween distinguished leaves. The ρ = −∞ end consists of one-node
annuli.
The first step of the proof is to show that the pairing 〈OC(α−), OC(α+)〉 can
be realized as the count of treed holomorphic one-node annuli, as in Figure 13 and
defined as follows :
Definition 5.15. (a) (Treed annuli with zero angle offset) A treed annuli with
zero angle offset is same as the treed annuli in definition .., and thus is
equipped with a distinguished leaf z±d( )± on the inner and outer boundaries.
The angle offset between the distinguished boundary leaves is zero :
(65) (Zero angle offset) ∃θ : z+d( )+ = ρ2e
ιθ, z−d( )− = ρ1e
ιθ.
The moduli space of treed annuli with d( )+ resp. d( )− leaves on the outer
resp. inner boundary and d( ) interior leaves and zero angle offset between
distinguished boundary leaves z±d( )± is denoted by
Mann,sd( ),d( ).
There is no balancing condition for the annuli with zero angle offset, because
the distinguished leaves z±d( )± either lie in the same component, or there is
a unique path of edges connecting the curve components containing the two
distinguished leaves. As in the case of treed annuli with non-zero angle offset,
there is a map
f :Mann,sd( ),d( ) →Mann,s(1,1),0 ' [−∞,∞]
that forgets all non-distinguished leaves, see Figure 13.
(b) (One-node annuli) The nodal annuli occuring in the inverse image f−1(−∞)
are called one-node annuli. The moduli space of one-node annuli is denoted
by
Mann,1d( ),d( ) :=Mann,sd( ),d( ),ρ=−∞ ⊂Mann,sd( ),d( ).
After choosing coherent perturbation data, we denote by
Mann,1d( ),d( )(φ,D, x−, x+)
the moduli space of holomorphic treed one-node annuli, that consists of maps u :
C → X where C is a treed one-node annulus, and the map u is holomorphic and
adapted. A similar argument to Lemma 5.12 implies that on cohomology the pairing
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〈OC(α+), OC(α−)〉 is equal to the pairing
(66) CF (φ−)
d(◦)− ⊗ CF (φ
+
)d(◦)+ → Λ,
〈x−, x+〉1 =
∑
u∈Mann,1d(◦),d( )(φ,D,x−,x+,b)0
(−1)♥w(u).
defined by counting one-node holomorphic treed annuli u ∈M1d(◦),d( ),ρ(φ,D, x−, x+, b)0.
This leads to the following Lemma.
Lemma 5.16. For any α± ∈ HH•(X, b),
〈OC(α+), OC(α−)〉 = 〈α+, α−〉1.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.12, and follows from the fact
that a one-node annulus is connected by a path of annuli with finite lengths `(e) <∞
to an annulus with a single node, and then annuli with non-zero width ρ > 1 and
zero angle offset, see Figure 13 
The theorem is proved using counts of holomorphic annuli with two nodes. Let
Mann,2d( ),d( )(φ) ⊂Mann,1d( ),d( )(φ)
denote the subset ofMann,1d( ),d( )(φ) that consists of configurations whose domain nodal
annulus contains two disks joined to each other by two edges of infinite length as in
Figure 14. Such a configuration is called a two-node annulus.
x+0
x+d( )+
x+1
x+r
x+s+1
x−0
x+s
x+r+1
Figure 14. Two-node annulus
As in the previous regularization of holomorphic annuli in Section 5.2, the moduli
spacesMann,1d( ),d( )(φ) andMann,2d( ),d( )(φ) admit regularizations by requiring that interior
leaves to map to the Donaldson hypersurface D. In particular Mann,2d( ),d( )(φ,D) has
one-dimensional component with smooth one-dimensional cells and is compact for
any given energy bound. We will not give the details of the construction, since it is
similar to the regularization of the moduli spaces considered previously.
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Remark 5.17. The locus of two-node treed annuli is a codimension one subset of the
moduli space of one-node treed annuli, but it is a “fake boundary component”, since
we can glue at either of the nodes to obtain a nodal annulus with a single node.
We illustrate this fact using the moduli space Mann,1(1,1),1 of one-node annuli with a
distinguished leaf each on the inner and outer boundary with zero angle offset, and
an interior marking. The compactified moduli space Mann,1(1,1),1 is homeomorphic to
an annulus, and the subset Mann,2(1,1),1 ⊂Mann,1(1,1),1 is a radial line in the annulus.
The count of rigid elements inMann,2d( ),d( )(φ,D) defines a “two-node” pairing similar
to the “one-node” pairing (66)
(67) CF (φ−)
d(◦)− ⊗ CF (φ
+
)d(◦)+ → Λ,
〈x−, x+〉2 =
∑
i0,±,...,id( )±≥0
∑
u∈M2d′( ),d( ),a(φ,D)0
(−1)♥−+♥+w(u)
where
i0, . . . , id( ) ≥ 0
are number of some additional boundary insertions labelled b0,±, . . . , bd( )±,± ∈
MC(φk,±) and
d′( ) = (d′( )−, d′( )+) ≥ d( )
is the total number of boundary insertions for the various Lagrangians and ♥± are
the signs for the inputs on the inner and outer boundaries.
Proposition 5.18. With notation as above, the relation holds in the Novikov field
Λ
(68) (w+ − w−)〈x−, x+〉1 = 〈δ(x−), x+〉2 − 〈x−, δ(x+)〉2.
Proof. We prove the Proposition assuming that the Lagrangians are unobstructed
and therefore, Maurer-Cartan boundary insertions are zero. The proof of the general
case is analogous. The true boundary of the moduli space Mann,2d( ),d( )(φ,D) consists
of configurations where a separating edge length `(e) has become infinite. Indeed,
formation of a non-separating infinite edge length is a fake boundary component of
the moduli space by an argument as in Remark 5.17. The identity (68) is obtained
by a signed count of the true boundary points of one-dimensional components of the
moduli space of holomorphic two-node annuli : Suppose a map u : C → X of type
Γ is a true boundary point. An edge e of infinite length separates u into a treed
annulus u1 : C1 → X of combinatorial type Γ1 and a treed disk u2 : C2 → X of type
Γ2. The map u contributes to the right-hand-side of (68) if Γ2 contains an input
edge, since the boundary operator δCC• of the Hochschild chain complex collapses
at least one input. If the type Γ2 has no inputs, by unobstructedness the output of
Γ2 is 1φ−i
for some φ−i ∈ φ−. Suppose the infinite edge e is incident on a vertex v in
Γ1. Forgetting the attaching point on Γ1 and collapsing unstable components leads
to a configuration in a moduli space of negative expected dimension except if v has
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a valence of three, and the map is constant on Sv and on the treed segments incident
on Sv. The only such configurations are those in Figure 15, and they contribute to
the left-hand-side of (68).

x+0 x−0
x+0 x−0
1
φ−iw−
1
φ+i
x
x
x
x
w+
constant
map
constant
map
Figure 15. Configurations in the boundary of the moduli space of
two-node annuli that contribute to the left-hand-side of (68)
Proof of Theorem 5.14. Suppose that α± are closed in Hochschild homology so that
[α±] ∈ HH•(FukG±(X, b, w±),FukG±(X, b, w±)).
The right-hand-side of (68) vanishes and we obtain
(w+ − w−)〈α−, α+〉1 = 0.
Since w+ 6= w− we have〈α−, α+〉1 = 0 as desired. 
Remark 5.19. The same argument shows that if ψ is a brane with potential w+ and
α− ∈ HH•(FukG−(X, b, w−),FukG−(X, b, w−)) then
CO(b) ◦OC(b)(α−) = 0 ∈ HF (ψ,ψ).
Indeed as explained in the last section the composition CO(b) ◦OC(b) is computed
by a count of holomorphic annuli of any fixed radius, and the relation above gives
(w+ − w−)〈CO(b) ◦OC(b)(α−), α+〉 = 〈δ(b)(α−), α+〉2 + 〈α−,mb+1 (α+)〉2
where δ(b) is the bulk-deformed Hochschild differential. Since the right-hand-side
vanishes for cycles and the pairing on the left is non-degenerate on cohomology, we
must have CO(b) ◦OC(b)(α−) = 0.
Corollary 5.20. (c.f. Ganatra [Gan]) Suppose (ψ, b) is an object of FukL(X, b, w)
with the property that 1 ∈ HF (ψ,ψ) is in the image of HH•(FukG(X, b),FukG(X, b)).
The pair (ψ, b) is in the sub-category of FukL(X, b, w) split-generated by FukG(X, b, w),
that is, by branes in G with curvature w.
Proof. By Remark 5.19, the images of Hochschild classes under the composed open-
closed and closed-open maps
HH•(FukG(X, b, w′),FukG(X, b, w′))→ HF (ψ,ψ)
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are trivial if w′ 6= w. So the identity 1ψ ∈ HF (ψ,ψ) must be in the image of
HH•(FukG(X, b, w),FukG(X, b, w)). The appendix of Abouzaid [Abo10] then ap-
plies. 
6. Split-generation for blowups
6.1. Embedding of the downstairs Fukaya category. In preparation for the
split-generation result we introduce two collections of Lagrangian branes in the
blowup: those Lagrangians obtained by inverse image from the original symplec-
tic manifold and those studied in [CW] near the exceptional locus. Recall that X˜ is
an -blowup of X at a point p ∈ X.
We introduce the following notation for moduli spaces with insertions at the
exceptional locus or blowup point. Let b be a bulk deformation disjoint from p and
b˜ = pi−1(b) its preimage in X˜. Let pi : X˜ → X denote the projection. For Γ˜ be a
combinatorial type obtained from Γ˜′ by forgetting d interior leaves labelled b˜. Let
Γ be the corresponding combinatorial type of treed disk in X obtained by replacing
the decorations d˜(v) ∈ H2(φ˜) with their projections d(v) ∈ H2(φ). Denote by
• MΓ˜(φ˜, D˜) the moduli space of holomorphic treed disks of type Γ˜ and u(Te) ∈
D˜(L) for each edge e ∈ Edge(Γ) labelled D˜(L);
• MΓ˜(φ˜, D˜, E, . . . , E︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
) the moduli space of configurations with, in addition,
u(Te) ∈ E for all forgotten edges e ∈ Edge(Γ) and
• MΓ(φ,D, p, . . . , p︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
) the moduli space of configurations the moduli space of
configurations with u(Te) ∈ {p} for all forgotten edges e ∈ Edge(Γ) and
LetM(u.E)=d
Γ˜
(φ˜) denote the moduli space of configurations with intersection number
(u.E) = d.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose we have chosen a perturbation datum P = (JΓ, HΓ, FΓ, EΓ)
with the property that for any type Γ of treed disk to X, the almost complex structure
JΓ is standard in a neighborhood of p, that is, given by the standard complex structure
in the Darboux chart used for the blowup and HΓ vanishes in a neighborhood of p.
The projection pi : X˜ → X induces a bijection between treed disks
M(u.E)=d
Γ˜
(φ˜, D˜)0 ∼=
⋃
Γ˜′ 7→Γ˜
MΓ˜(φ˜, D˜, E, . . . , E︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
)0(69)
→
⋃
Γ˜′ 7→Γ˜
MΓ(φ,D, p, . . . , p︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
)0,(70)
u˜ 7→ u = pi ◦ u˜.(71)
Proof. By Theorem 2.24, we may choose JΓ to be the standard complex structure
on any contractible open neighborhood U of p, and the Hamiltonian perturbation
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HΓ to vanish. By composition with pi we obtain a map of the form (69). By removal
of singularities, the map (69) is a bijection. Indeed, if u : C → X then the induced
map u˜ : C−u−1(p)→ X˜−E has a smooth extension defined by u˜(z) = (Du)(z) for
any z ∈ u−1(p); necessarily finite energy E(u˜) < ∞ and JΓ-holomorphic, and maps
z to the exceptional locus E.
The indices of the maps u˜ and u are related as follows: The canonical bundles
KX ,KX˜ are related by the formula
KX˜ = pi
∗KX − (dim(X)− 1)[E].
Since the Maslov index I(u) is the twice the relative Chern number c1(TX))([u]) we
have
I(u˜) = I(u)− 2(dim(X)− 1)[u˜] · E.
For generic perturbations PΓ, each of the intersections of u˜ with E is transverse.
Hence [u˜] · E = d is the number of intersection points of u˜ with E . On the other
hand, considering u as a bulk-constrained map u′ with u(zi) = p for each of the
intersections z1, . . . , zd of u˜ with E
I(u)− (dim(X)− 1)[u˜] · E = I(u′)− (dim(X)− 1)[u˜] · E + (dim(X)− 1)d
= I(u′).
Hence I(u′) = I(u˜). It follows that after imposing a bulk constraint u(zi) = p that
the bijection (69) is index preserving. So it induces a bijection between moduli
spaces of expected dimension zero. 
Proof of Theorem 1.9 from the Introduction. The bijection
M(X,φ, b + q−p)→M(X˜, φ, b)
constructed in Theorem 6.1 preserves orientations o(u), number of interior leaves
d( , ), and (after the adjustment by q− in the bulk insertion p) symplectic areas in
the sense that
A(u˜) = A(u)− ([u˜].[E]).
Indeed, any pseudoholomorphic curve in X˜ projects to a curve in X, with intersec-
tions u˜−1(E) with the exception locus E mapping to intersections u−1(p) with the
blowup point p.
Regarding orientations, after capping off the the strip like ends as in [WW] we
may assume that the boundary condition is given by a single totally real subbundle
(∂u)∗TL. Any deformation of the Lagrangian (∂u)∗TL to a trivial one for φ induces
a similar isotopy for φ˜. The pullback u˜∗TX˜ of the tangent bundle of X˜ around an
intersection with the exceptional divisor E has a natural trivialization away from
u˜−1(E). The projection pi naturally identifies sections of u˜−1(E) locally with sections
of the u∗TX vanishing at 0. The orientations on moduli spaces of disks constructed
in [FOOO09] are defined by pinching off sphere bubbles on which the linearized
operator has a complex kernel and cokernel, preserving the complex structure. It
follows that the induced orientations on the determinant lines for u and u˜ are equal.

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6.2. Proof of split-generation. In this section we examine the open-closed maps
on the collections of branes in the blowup constructed above. Let L be a collection
of Lagrangian branes in X disjoint from p and pairwise cleanly intersecting. Let L˜
denote the union of the images of L in X˜ and the branes supported on the Clifford
torus near the exception locus. Denote by
(72) Zk = {[z0, . . . , zk, 0, . . . , 0]} ∼= Pk ⊂ E, k = 1, . . . , n− 1
the standard collection of cycles generating the positive-degree homology H>0(E)
of the exceptional locus E:
H>0(E) ∼= span([Z1], . . . , [Zn−1]).
We fix the following notations. Let ` ∈ L be a base point. We consider the unit
disk D ⊂ C equipped with the distinguished points 0 ∈ int(D) and 1 ∈ ∂D.
Corollary 6.2. For each k = 1, . . . , n − 1 there is a unique map uk : D → X˜ of
index 2(n− k) bounding L and satisfying
uk(0) ∈ Zk, uk(1) = `, A(uk) = (n− k).
The map uk is regular as a map with these constraints (that is, the linearized operator
restricted to sections vanishing at 0 and 1 is surjective) and there are no other stable
disks with these properties.
Proof. The requirement in (72) is that in the Blaschke classification the degree of
any such map u : D → X in the last n − k components is at least one, deg(ui) ≥
1, i ≥ n− k + 1 and the maps u1, . . . un+1 have a common zero
z ∈ D, u1(z) = . . . = un+1(z) = 0.
Thus ak+1,1 = . . . = an+1,1. In particular the index of u is
I(u) = 2(n− k).
Regularity of u follows from regularity of the lift uˆ to Xˆ, as explained in Cho-Oh
[CO06], and the constraints are cut out transversally since varying the parameters
ak+i,j produces an arbitrary variation in the evaluation map u(0), and variation in
the parameters ζi in (27) produces an arbitrary variation in the evaluation u(1).
Since X˜ is Fano, any nodal disk u : S → X consists of a Blaschke product uv0 :
Sv0 → X together with a collection of nodal spheres uvi , i = 1, . . . ,m of positive
index I(uvi) > 0; the Blaschke product of uv0 would have index less than 2(n − k)
and therefore could not meet Zk as required. 
Proposition 6.3. The composition of OC(b˜)|HH•(Fukpi−1(L)(X˜, b˜),Fukpi−1(L)(X˜, b˜))
with the pull-back QH•(X, b + q−p) → QH•(X˜, b˜) is equal to the restriction of
OC(b+q−p) to HH•(FukL(X, b+q−p),FukL(X, b+q−p)). In particular, the image
of HH•(Fukpi−1(L)(X˜, b˜),Fukpi−1(L)(X˜, b˜)) is dimension at least that of HH•(FukL(X, b+
q−p),FukL(X, b+ q−p)).
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 6.1. 
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Next we relate the open-closed map on the Lagrangians near the exceptional locus
to the finite Fourier transform. Let
ς ∈ C, ςn−1 = 1
be a primitive n− 1-st root of unity. Define
FFT : Λn−1 → Λn−1, (λ1, . . . , λn−1) 7→
(
n−1∑
a=1
ςabλa
)n−1
b=1
Introduce a quantization of the finite Fourier transform: For  > 0
FFTq : Λ
n−1 → Λn−1, (λ1, . . . , λn−1) 7→
(
qb
n−1∑
a=1
ςabλa
)n−1
b=1
.
Thus in particular
FFTq |q=1 = FFT .
Write QH•(X˜, b˜) as the direct sum of the image of QH•(X, b) and a collection
of cycle classes [Z1], . . . , [Zn−1], supported on the exceptional divisor E ∼= Pn−1
with each Zk diffeomorphic to a complex projective space Pk. Thus we have an
isomorphism of vector spaces
QH•(X˜, b˜) ∼= QH•(X, b)⊕QH•(Pn−1)/Λ ∼= QH•(X, b)⊕ Λn−1.
Recall the definition of the exceptional collection E from (12).
Lemma 6.4. The leading order term in the restriction of the open-closed map
OC(0)|HH•(FukE(X˜),FukE(X˜))
composed with projection
QH•(X˜, b˜)→ QH•(X˜, b˜)/pi∗QH•(X, b + q−p) ∼= span([Z1], . . . , [Zn−1])
is of the form
OC(b˜)|HH•(FukE(X˜, b˜),FukE(X˜, b˜))) mod QH•(X, b + q−p) = FFTq mod qδ
where FFTq |q=1 is the finite Fourier transform and δ is a constant independent of the
choice of . As a result, for  sufficiently small OC(b˜)|HH•(FukE(X˜, b˜),FukE(X˜, b˜)))
surjects onto QH•(X˜, b˜)/pi∗QH•(X, b + q−p).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof surjectivity for the Clifford torus in Theorem
4.17. Via the Blaschke classification (27) there is a unique disk of index 2k with an
interior point mapping to Zk and boundary on E . Let
γ1, . . . , γn ∈ pi1((S1)n)
be the standard set of generators for pi1((S
1)n). The leading order contributions
in the open-closed map OC(b˜) arise from disks u : D → X with a single point
constraint u(z) = x on the boundary z ∈ ∂D. It follows that the open-closed map
OC(b˜) sends the point class [pt] ∈ HF (φ, φ) to
(OC(b˜))([pt]) = (y(γ1), y(γ1γ2), . . . , y(γ1 . . . γn)) + h.o.t.
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similar to the terms in (48). As a result, the point class for the brane φ(k) of
Proposition 3.11 with local system corresponding to
ℵ = exp(2piik/(n− 1))
is mapped under the open-closed map [OC(b˜)] to
OC(0)([pt]) = (qℵ[Z1] + q2ℵ2[Z2] + . . .+ q(n−1)ℵn−1[Zn−1]) + h.o.t. ∈ QH(X˜)
plus higher order terms in q. In the basis given by [Z1], . . . , [Zn−1] the open-closed
map OC(b˜) composed with projection onto the span of Z1, . . . , Zn−1 is therefore
the finite Fourier transform FFTq to leading order. It follows that the composi-
tion of OC(b)|HH•(FukE(X˜, b˜),FukE(X˜, b˜)) with projection is an isomorphism onto
QH•(X˜, b˜)/pi∗QH•(X, b + qp) for  sufficiently small. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For sufficiently small , the Lagrangians pi−1(L) and E are
disjoint. By Theorem 5.8 the the images of
HH•(Fukpi−1(L)(X˜, b˜),Fukpi−1(L)(X˜, b˜)), HH•(FukE(X˜, b˜),FukE(X˜, b˜))
in QH•(X˜; b˜) under the open-closed map OC(b˜) are orthogonal. Therefore it suf-
fices to show that their images have complementary dimension in QH•(X˜; b˜). By
Corollary 3.12, we have
dimHH•(FukE(X˜, b),FukE(X˜, b)) = n− 1
and it injects into QH(X˜) by Lemma 6.4. On the other hand, by Theorem 1.9
dimHH•(Fukpi−1(L)(X˜, b˜),Fukpi−1(L)(X˜, b˜)) = dimQH•(X, b)
and it injects into QH(X˜) by Proposition 6.3. The claim now follows. 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Equation (3) is an immediate consequence of the split gen-
eration statement and the fact that the exceptional and unexceptional Lagrangians
are disjoint. For the splitting of quantum cohomology, consider the decomposition
of the Hochschild cohomology
HHdim(X)−•(FukL(X˜, b˜),FukL(X˜, b˜)) ∼= QH•(X˜, b˜)
according to subspaces generated the collections pi−1(L), E . Since these two collec-
tions of branes are disjoint and thus have orthogonal image we obtain
QH(X˜, b˜) ∼= QH(X, b + q−p)⊕QH(pt)⊕n−1
as desired. 
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